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Executive Summary 

The Office of Educational Quality and Accountability (EQA) examined the Cambridge Public 

Schools in mid-February of 2004. During 2000-2003, it was among the ‘Low’ performing school 

systems in the Commonwealth. The following provides a summary of the findings of the 

examination and the district’s performance on the 2003 Massachusetts Comprehensive 

Assessment System (MCAS) test. 

Proficiency/Achievement: 
• 	 Cambridge’s Average Proficiency Index (API) was 66.9, which was based on the 2003 

MCAS results. The state average for the API was 75.7 in 2003. This placed Cambridge 
among the ‘Low’ performing academic school districts in the Commonwealth. In ELA, the 
district’s ELA Proficiency Index (EPI) was 74, and the state average for EPI was 82.2. In 
math, the district’s math Proficiency Index (MPI) was 59.9, and the state average for MPI 
was 69.3. 

• 	 On the 2003 MCAS test, 60.4% of the students in Cambridge scored in the ‘Needs 
Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories. This figure was 12.2 percentage points 
higher than the state average percentages. 

• 	 On the 2003 MCAS test, in ELA, 52.6% of the students in Cambridge scored in the ‘Needs 
Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories, 13.5 percentage points higher than the 
state’s average percentages on that subtest.  

• 	 On the 2003 test, in math, 67.8% of the students scored in the ‘Needs Improvement’ and 
‘Warning/Failing’ categories, 10.6 percentage points higher than the state’s average 
percentages on that subtest. 

• 	 In 2003, in Cambridge the Proficiency Indices of 74.0 for ELA and 59.9 for math were 8.2 
and 9.4 points lower than the statewide averages. 

• 	 In Cambridge the MCAS test performance of all the district’s students did not meet the 
state’s average performance and did not meet or exceeded the state proficiency standards. 

• 	 On the MCAS retest administered in the spring of 2003, 87% of the Cambridge Class of 
2003 earned a Competency Determination (CD), as compared to 95% of the statewide Class 
of 2003. 

• 	 On the MCAS retest administered in the spring of 2003, 68% of the Cambridge Class of 
2004 earned a Competency Determination, as compared to 89% of the statewide Class of 
2004. 
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Equity of Achievement/Proficiency: 
• 	 On the 2003 MCAS test, 51.8% of the regular education students in Cambridge scored in the 

‘Needs Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories, 10.7 percentage points higher than 
the state’s average percentages for regular education students in those categories.   

• 	 On the same test, 85.8% of the special education students in Cambridge scored in the ‘Needs 
Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories, 6.8 percentage points higher than the state’s 
average percentages for special education students.   

• 	 Also on the same test, 88.4% of the LEP students in Cambridge scored in the ‘Needs 
Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories, 5.1 percentage points higher than the state’s 
average percentages for LEP students. 

• 	 On the 2003 MCAS test, 75.1% of the FRL/Y students in Cambridge scored in the ‘Needs 
Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories, 1.8 percentage points higher than the state’s 
average percentages for FRL/Y students in those categories. 

• 	 On the same test, 49.5% of the FRL/N students in Cambridge scored in the ‘Needs 
Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories, 10.4 percentage points higher than the 
state’s average percentages for FRL/N. 

• 	 On the 2003 MCAS test, 75.4% of the African-American students in Cambridge scored in the 
‘Needs Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories, 0.8 percentage points higher than 
the state’s average percentages for African-American students in those categories.  

• 	 On the same test, 44.6% of the Asian-American students in Cambridge scored in the ‘Needs 
Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories, 3.8 percentage points higher than the state’s 
average percentages for Asian-American students. 

• 	 Also on the same test, 75.4% of the Hispanic-American students in Cambridge scored in the 
‘Needs Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories, 3.0 percentage points lower than the 
state’s average percentages for Hispanic-American students.   

• 	 On the same test, 40.2% of the White students in Cambridge scored in the ‘Needs 
Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories, 1.0 percentage points lower than the state’s 
average percentages for White students. 

• 	 On the 2003 MCAS test, LEP, special education, Hispanic-American, African-American, and 
FRL/Y students in Cambridge all scored lower than the district average PI in both ELA and 
math. 
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Improvement: 
• 	 Between 2000 and 2003, the trend in student performance on the MCAS test was slightly 

upward, with most of the improvement occurring in the 2001 test. This trend was more 
consistent in ELA than math. 

• 	 In Cambridge, 4.0% more students scored in the ‘Advanced’ and ‘Proficient’ categories in 
2003 than in 2000 and 1.4% fewer students scored in the ‘Warning/Failing’ category. 

• 	 In ELA, performance ratings from 2000-2003 on the Proficiency Index rose by 20.3 points 
and, in math, by 14.0 points. 

• 	 In ELA, 19.2% more students scored in the ‘Advanced’ and ‘Proficient’ categories in 2003 
than in 2000 and 24.3% fewer students scored in the ‘Warning/Failing’ category. 

• 	 In math, 9.1% more students scored in the ‘Advanced’ and ‘Proficient’ categories in 2003 
than in 2000 and 19.8% fewer students scored in the ‘Warning/Failing’ category. 

Equity of Improvement: 
• 	 Between 2000-2003, Cambridge’s student achievement figures for the district’s LEP, FRL/Y, 

and Asian-American students’ results improved by less than or equal to the state average in 
both ELA and math. 

• 	 Between 2000-2003, Cambridge’s aggregate student achievement figures and for the 
district’s regular education, FRL/N, and Hispanic-American students’ results improved by 
less than the state average in math and more than the state average in ELA. 

• 	 Between 2000-2003, Cambridge’s student achievement figures for the district’s special 
education, African-American, and White students’ results improved by more than or equal to 
the state average in both ELA and math. 

Participation and Access: 
• 	 In the aggregate and eligible regular education, special education, and LEP students were all 

participating in both the ELA and math assessments at required levels. 

Summary of Preliminary Findings by Domain: 

Assessment and Evaluation: 
• 	 The EQA examiners rated the district as ‘Satisfactory’ on twelve, ‘Poor’ on five, and 

‘Unsatisfactory’ on four of the twenty-one performance indicators in this domain. 

• 	 In Cambridge, for the period of time under review, there was a lack of consistency in and 
alignment of classroom assessments, practices, and expectations to improve the quality of 
teaching and learning. 
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• 	 During the latter part of the period under review, in order to facilitate consistency in student 
achievement the district developed quarterly district-wide assessments and grade K-12 
learning expectations. 

• 	 For the period under review, the district consistently evaluated the effectiveness of its 
association with the early literacy collaborative. 

• 	 In Cambridge, for the period under review, there was a lack of district-wide consistency in 
the implementation of existing policies, procedures, and practices to ensure participation in 
the state assessment and attendance. 

• 	 Between 2000-2003, the school committee did not address the barriers and staff resistance to 
participation in the state assessment in a timely manner. 

• 	 For the period under review, the district maintained clear and accurate records on ELL 
students and used data to regularly improve instruction for this subgroup. 

• 	 During the latter part of the period under review, the district responded to an identified need 
to provide an intervention program for a particular subgroup of students at-risk. 

• 	 For the period under review, the district’s evaluation procedure for teachers with professional 
status was not consistent with the components of the Massachusetts Education Reform Act. 

• 	 For the period of time under review, the district did not conduct timely evaluations for 
teachers or administrators. 

• 	 In Cambridge, for the period under review, the district did not conduct consistent evaluations 
of its programs and services to better improve achievement for all students. 

Curriculum and Instruction: 
• 	 The EQA examiners rated the district as ‘Satisfactory’ on fourteen, ‘Poor’ on nine, and 

‘Unsatisfactory’ on two of the twenty-five performance indicators in this domain. 

• 	 During the period under review, the district did not fully develop ELA and math curricula for 
grades K-12 that were aligned with the state curriculum frameworks. 

• 	 During the period under review, with the exception of science and world language, the 
district curricula lacked consistency, was fragmented and existed by virtue of particular 
programs used in particular schools. 

• 	 In Cambridge, for the time under review, the district lacked a systemic, data-driven 
development of polices and documents that addressed high expectations for student 
achievement. 

• 	 Between 2000-2003, the district consistently implemented aggressive recruitment and 
retention practices to maintain consistency of staff. 
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• 	 For the period under review, the district lacked consistency of instructional expectations and 
delivery of instruction in ELA in grades 3-12 and math in grades 9-12. 

• 	 In the Cambridge Public Schools, for the period under review, the district’s attendance 
polices and practices, as written and implemented, did not result in rates of student 
attendance that were comparable to the state’s attendance rates. 

• 	 Between 2000-2003, in Cambridge, the district lacked a comprehensive professional 
development plan that articulated data analysis skills and accommodations for diverse 
learning needs as district-wide initiatives. 

Student Academic Support Services: 
• 	 The EQA examiners rated the district as ‘Satisfactory’ on two and ‘Poor’ on five of the seven 

performance indicators in this domain. 

• 	 In Cambridge, on the most recent MCAS Grade 3 Reading test, only 50% of the third grade 
students in the district were at the proficient level, a rate lower than the state average. 

• 	 For the period of time under review, there was little district-wide consistency in the support 
services offered by the district, and Individual Student Success Plans (ISSPs), although 
similar in format, indicated a wide range of expertise in the actual development. 

Leadership and Governance: 
• 	 The EQA examiners rated the district as ‘Satisfactory’ on eleven and ‘Poor’ on five of the 

sixteen performance indicators in this domain. 

• 	 In the Cambridge Public Schools, during the period under review, the superintendent of 
schools was not certified and made no attempt to become certified.  

• 	 In Cambridge, the district improvement plan (DIP) did not include participation by members 
of the school committee. 

• 	 Between 2000-2003, the Cambridge School Committee did not adopt the district 
improvement plan. 

• 	 For the period under review, in the Cambridge Public Schools, the school improvement plans 
were site-based and only peripherally connected to district-wide initiatives. 

• 	 Between 2000-2004, student achievement was found to be uncoordinated and lacking a 
consistent focus district-wide. 
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Business and Finance: 
• 	 The EQA examiners rated the district as ‘Excellent’ on four,  ‘Satisfactory’ on thirteen, and 

‘Poor’ on three of the twenty performance indicators in this domain.  

• 	 During the period under examination, the district had significant financial support from the 
community and the municipal government. 

• 	 In Cambridge, the district had productive and cordial relationships with the City’s financial 
management staff.  

• 	 During the period under examination, the Cambridge Public Schools’ per pupil expenditure 
in FY2002 was $12,623, which was $4,618 per pupil higher than the state average, while the 
district remained among the ‘Low’ performing districts in the Commonwealth. 
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Part I: Overview of the EQA Review Process and the District 

On February 9-15, 2004, the EQA conducted an independent examination of the Cambridge 

Public Schools for the period between 2000-2003. This examination applied the standards related 

to the EQA’s five major domains of inquiry, which include: A, Assessment and Evaluation; B, 

Curriculum and Instruction; C, Student Academic Support Services; D, Leadership and 

Governance; and E, Business and Financial Management. The EQA’s examination process for 

school districts involved two tiers of investigation and utilized twelve standards. The basis of this 

report is the result of the source documents, correspondence sent prior to the on-site visit, 

interviews with the representative from the school committee, the district leadership team, school 

administrators, and additional documents submitted while in the district. The report does not 

include documents, revised data, or comments that may have surfaced after the on-site visit. 

Cambridge is a large city located in Middlesex County in eastern Massachusetts. Education, 

healthcare, and social services are the largest sources of employment in Cambridge, followed by 

professional, scientific, and management personnel. According to the 2000 U.S. Census, it has a 

population of 101,355 people and a median family income of $59,423, while the median family 

income in Massachusetts is $61,664. Cambridge has a Mayor/City Manager/City Council form 

of government and a seven-person school committee. The Cambridge Public Schools have 13 

schools serving Grades PreK-12. The most recent Massachusetts Department of Education 

(DOE) figures indicate that there were 6,775 students enrolled in the district on October 1, 2003. 

The demographic/subgroup composition in the Cambridge Public Schools is: 37.8% African-

American, 37.3% White, 14.1% Hispanic-American, 10.2% Asian-American, Limited English 

Proficiency (LEP), 9.9%; Free or Reduced Lunch/Yes (FRL/Y), 38.6%; and Special Education 

(SPED), 21.4.8%. During the ten years of education reform in Massachusetts, Cambridge’s state 

Chapter 70 Aid increased by 278% from $2,244,559 in FY1993 to $8,488,881 in FY2002. For 

the fiscal years under review, 2000-2003, Cambridge received $6,660,769; $8,008,094; 

$8,488,881; and $8,488,881 for a total of $31,646,625 in state Chapter 70 Aid. 

This report finds the Cambridge Public Schools to be a ‘Low’ performing school district, which 

is marked by student achievement that is ‘Moderate’ in English Language Arts (ELA) and ‘Very 
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Low’ in math on the Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS) test. Since 

2000, Cambridge has also demonstrated limited improvement on its ‘Low’ MCAS test scores, 

and in the 2003 administration of the MCAS test, 60.4% of its students scored below standard. 

Part II: Tier I Analysis of Student Achievement and MCAS Test Data 

At Tier I, while particular attention was paid to the 2003 MCAS test, the EQA review of 

Cambridge’s MCAS test results (2000-2003) is framed by the following five essential questions: 

1. Proficiency/Achievement: To what extent is the MCAS test performance of all of the 

district’s students meeting or exceeding state proficiency standards? 

2. Equity of Achievement: How does MCAS test performance vary among the district’s 

student subgroups? 

3. Improvement: How has MCAS test performance for all students in the district changed 

over time? 

4. 	Equity of Improvement: How has MCAS test performance for the district’s student 

subgroups changed over time? 

5. 	Opportunity and Access: Are all eligible students attending and participating in all 

required programs and assessments? 

In order to respond accurately to these questions, the EQA did several types of analyses on the 

most current test data: a comparative analysis of the MCAS test data using state and district 

results by grade, ethnicity, and student category, a school-based analysis, a “performance gap” 

analysis, and a series of analyses to determine whether the mean responses for students in the 

district differed significantly from those of the state and between student subgroups within the 

district. Descriptive analyses of the test results for 2003 MCAS test revealed significant 
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differences between students in the district and the average scores of students in Massachusetts. 

A discussion of the analyses follows. 

Cambridge vs. Massachusetts: 
• 	 In the aggregate, the students in Cambridge scored lower than the aggregate of the state’s 

students. 

• 	 The regular education students in Cambridge and in the state in general, scored lower than 
the state’s regular education students. 

• 	 The special education students in Cambridge scored lower than the state’s special education 
students. 

• 	 Students with LEP in Cambridge scored lower than the state’s LEP students. 

• 	 Students eligible for participation in FRL/Y in Cambridge scored lower than the state’s 
FRL/Y students. 

• 	 The FRL/N students in Cambridge scored lower than the state’s FRL/N students. 

• 	 The African-American students in Cambridge scored higher than the state’s African-
American students. 

• 	 The Asian-American students in Cambridge scored lower than the state’s Asian-American 
students. 

• 	 The Hispanic-American students in Cambridge scored higher than the state’s Hispanic-
American students. 

• 	 The White students in Cambridge scored lower than the state’s White students. 

Cambridge’s totals vs. Cambridge’s subgroups: 
• 	 The Hispanic-American students in Cambridge scored lower than all other subgroups in 

Cambridge except special education and LEP students. 

• 	 The LEP students in Cambridge scored the lowest of all subgroups in Cambridge. 

• 	 The FRL/Y students in Cambridge scored lower than the FRL/N students in Cambridge. 

• 	 The African-American, Hispanic-American, and Asian-American students in Cambridge all 
scored lower than the White students in Cambridge. 
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Assessment of MCAS Results 2000-2003 
1. Proficiency/Achievement: To what extent is the MCAS performance of all the district’s 

students meeting or exceeding state proficiency standards? 

Preliminary Finding(s): 

• 	 On the 2003 MCAS test, 60.4% of the students in Cambridge scored in the ‘Needs 

Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories. This figure was 12.2 percentage points 

higher than the state average percentages. 

• 	 On the 2003 MCAS test, in ELA, 52.6% of the students in Cambridge scored in the ‘Needs 

Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories, 13.5 percentage points higher than the 

state’s average percentages on that subtest.  

• 	 On the 2003 test, in math, 67.8% of the students scored in those categories, 10.6 percentage 

points higher than the state’s average percentages on that sub-test. 

• 	 In 2003, in Cambridge the Proficiency Indices of 74.0 for ELA and 59.9 for math were 8.2 

and 9.4 points lower than the statewide averages. 

• 	 In Cambridge the MCAS test performance of all the district’s students did not meet the 

state’s average performance and did it meet or exceeded the state proficiency standards. 
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Figure/Table 1: 

MCAS 2003 Data 
Percent of all students at each proficiency level 
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State	 Cambridge 

Advanced 14.2 10.5 
Proficient 37.6 29.2 

Needs Improv. 32.2 35.5 
Warning/Failing 16.0 24.9 

Analysis of Figure/Table 1: 

• 	 Cambridge had 3.7% and 8.4% fewer students score in the ‘Advanced’ and ‘Proficient’ 

categories than the state on the 2003 MCAS test. 

• 	 Cambridge had 3.3% and 8.9% more of its students score in the ‘Needs Improvement’ and 

‘Warning/Failing’ categories than the state on the 2003 MCAS test. 
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Figure/Table 2: 

MCAS 2003 Data 
Percent of all students at each proficiency level by Subject and Grade 
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State ELA Cambridge ELA State MTH Cambridge MTH 

Advanced 12.1 8.5 15.9 12.4 
Proficient 48.4 38.9 26.9 19.9 

Needs Improv. 30.2 37.4 34.1 33.7 
Warning/Failing 8.9 15.2 23.1 34.1 

Analysis of Figure/Table 2: 

• 	 Cambridge had 3.6% and 9.5% fewer students score in the ‘Advanced’ and ‘Proficient’ 

categories in ELA than the state on the 2003 MCAS test. 

• 	 Cambridge had 7.2% and 6.3% more of its students score in the ‘Needs Improvement’ and 

‘Warning/Failing’ categories in ELA than the state the 2003 MCAS test. 

• 	 Cambridge had 3.5% and 7.0% fewer students score in the ‘Advanced’ and ‘Proficient’ 

categories in math than the state on the 2003 MCAS test. 

• 	 Cambridge had 0.4% fewer and 11.0% more of its students score in the ‘Needs 

Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories in math than the state on the 2003 MCAS 

test. 
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Figure/Table 3: 

Proficiency Index (MCAS 2003) by Grade 

ELA Math 
Cambridge 74.0 59.9 
Grade 04 70.6 60.0 
Grade 07 79.0 NA 
Grade 08 NA 55.1 
Grade 10 72.3 66.1 

Analysis of Figure/Table 3: 

• 	 On average, in Cambridge, the math PI was 14.1 points lower than that for ELA system-

wide. (The statewide average for this gap was 12.8 Proficiency Index points).  

• 	 In ELA, the Proficiency Index in Grade 7 was 5.0 points higher than the district average and 

in Grades 4 and 10 they were 3.4 and 1.7 points lower than the district average of 74.0. 

• 	 In math, the Proficiency Indices in Grades 4 and 10 were 0.1 and 6.2 points higher than the 

district average and in Grade 8 it was 4.8 points lower than the district average of 59.9.  

2. 	Equity of Achievement: How does a MCAS performance vary among the district’s 

student subgroups? 

Preliminary Finding(s): 

• 	 On the 2003 MCAS test, 51.8% of the regular education students in Cambridge scored in the 

‘Needs Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories, 10.7 percentage points higher than 

the state’s average percentages for regular education students in those categories.   

• 	 On the same test, 85.8% of the special education students in Cambridge scored in the ‘Needs 

Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories, 6.8 percentage points higher than the state’s 

average percentages for special education students.   
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• 	 Also on the same test, 88.4% of the LEP students in Cambridge scored in the ‘Needs 

Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories, 5.1 percentage points higher than the state’s 

average percentages for LEP students. 

• 	 On the 2003 MCAS test, 75.1% of the FRL/Y students in Cambridge scored in the ‘Needs 

Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories, 1.8 percentage points higher than the state’s 

average percentages for FRL/Y students in those categories. 

• 	 On the same test, 49.5% of the FRL/N students in Cambridge scored in the ‘Needs 

Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories, 10.4 percentage points higher than the 

state’s average percentages for FRL/N. 

• 	 On the 2003 MCAS test, 75.4% of the African-American students in Cambridge scored in the 

‘Needs Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories, 0.8 percentage points higher than 

the state’s average percentages for African-American students in those categories.  

• 	 On the same test, 44.6% of the Asian-American students in Cambridge scored in the ‘Needs 

Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories, 3.8 percentage points higher than the state’s 

average percentages for Asian-American students. 

• 	 Also on the same test, 75.4% of the Hispanic-American students in Cambridge scored in the 

‘Needs Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories, 3.0 percentage points lower than the 

state’s average percentages for Hispanic-American students.   

• 	 On the same test, 40.2% of the White students in Cambridge scored in those categories, 1.0 

percentage points lower than the state’s average percentages for White students.   

• 	 On the 2003 MCAS test, LEP, special education, Hispanic-American, African-American, and 

FRL/Y students in Cambridge all scored lower than the district average PI in both ELA and 

math. 
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Figure/Table 4: 

MCAS 2003 Data 
Percent of Regular and Disabilites students at each proficiency 

level 
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State Reg Cambridge State Cambridge State LEP Cambridge 
Reg Disability Disability LEP 

Advanced 16.8 13.4 2.3 1.7 3.4 2.2 
Proficient 42.2 34.9 18.7 12.6 13.3 9.4 

Needs Improv. 30.4 34.7 41.3 41.7 34.5 23.2 
Warning/Failing 10.7 17.1 37.7 44.1 48.8 65.2 

Analysis of Figure/Table 4: 

• 	 Cambridge had 3.4% and 7.3% fewer regular education students score in the ‘Advanced’ and 

‘Proficient’ categories than the state’s regular education students, on the 2003 MCAS test. 

• 	 Cambridge had 4.3% and 6.4% more of its regular education students score in the ‘Needs 

Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories than the state’s regular education on the 

2003 MCAS test. 

• 	 Cambridge had 0.6% and 6.1% fewer of its special education students score in the 

‘Advanced’ and ‘Proficient’ categories than the state’s special education students on the 2003 

MCAS test. 
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• 	 Cambridge had 0.4% and 6.4% more of its special education students score in the ‘Needs 

Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories than the state’s special education students on 

the 2003 MCAS test. 
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• 	 Cambridge had 1.2% and 3.9% fewer of its LEP students score in the ‘Advanced’ and 

‘Proficient’ categories than the state’s LEP students, on the 2003 MCAS test. 

• 	 Cambridge had 11.3% fewer and 16.4% more of its LEP students score in the ‘Needs 

Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories than the state’s LEP students on the 2003 

MCAS test. 

Figure/Table 5: 

MCAS 2003 Data 
Percent of students by FreeLunch status at each proficiency level 
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State FRL (Y) Cambridge FRL (Y) State FRL (N) Cambridge FRL (N) 

Advanced 3.6 4.6 18.0 14.8 
Proficient 23.2 20.3 42.9 35.7 

Needs Improv. 41.3 42.3 28.9 30.5 
Warning/Failing 32.0 32.8 10.2 19.0 
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Analysis of Figure/Table 5: 

• 	 Cambridge had 1.0% more and 2.9% fewer of its students eligible for FRL/Y score in the 

‘Advanced’ and ‘Proficient’ categories than the state’s FRL/Y students on the 2003 MCAS 

test. 

• 	 Cambridge had 1.0% and 0.8% more of its students eligible for FRL/Y score in the ‘Needs 

Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories than the state’s FRL/Y students on the 2003 

MCAS test. 

• 	 Cambridge had 3.2% and 7.2% fewer of its students not eligible for FRL/N students score in 

the ‘Advanced’ and ‘Proficient’ categories than the state’s FRL/N students on the 2003 

MCAS test. 

• 	 Cambridge had 1.6% and 8.8% more of its FRL/N students score in the ‘Needs 

Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories than the state’s FRL/N students, on the 2003 

MCAS test. 
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Figure/Table 6: 

MCAS 2003 Data 
Percent of students by race at each proficiency level 
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State Afr- Cambridge State Asian Cambridge State Cambridge State Cambridge 

Amer Afr-Amer Asian Hispanic Hispanic White White 

Advanced 3.3 3.3 23.2 20.1 2.6 3.5 16.6 19.5 
Proficient 22.0 21.3 35.9 35.3 19.0 21.1 42.2 40.4 

Needs Improv. 41.4 42.2 27.6 30.3 39.9 40.3 30.3 26.7 
Warning/Failing 33.2 33.2 13.2 14.3 38.5 35.1 10.9 13.5 

Analysis of Figure/Table 6: 

• 	 Cambridge had 0.0% and 0.7% fewer of its African-American students score in the 

‘Advanced’ and ‘Proficient’ categories than the state’s African-American students on the 

2003 MCAS test. 

• 	 Cambridge had 0.8% and 0.0% more of its African-American students score in the ‘Needs 

Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories than the state’s African-American students 

on the 2003 MCAS test. 

• 	 Cambridge had 3.1% and 0.6% fewer of its Asian-American students score in the 

‘Advanced’ and ‘Proficient’ categories than the state’s Asian-American students on the 2003 

MCAS test. 

• 	 Cambridge had 2.7% and 0.9% more of its Asian-American students score in the ‘Needs 

Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories than the state’s Asian-American students on 

the 2003 MCAS test. 
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• 	 Cambridge had 0.9% and 2.1% more of its Hispanic-American students score in the 

‘Advanced’ and ‘Proficient’ categories than the state’s Hispanic-American students on the 

2003 MCAS test. 

• 	 Cambridge had 0.4% more and 3.4% fewer of its Hispanic-American students score in the 

‘Needs Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories than the state’s Hispanic-American 

students on the 2003 MCAS test. 

• 	 Cambridge had 2.9% more and 1.8% fewer of its White students score in the ‘Advanced’ and 

‘Proficient’ categories than the state’s White students on the 2003 MCAS test. 

• 	 Cambridge had 3.6% fewer and 2.6% more of its White students score in the ‘Needs 

Improvement’ and ‘Warning/Failing’ categories than the state’s White students on the 2003 

MCAS test. 
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Figure/Table 7: 

N-values by category 
ELA Math 

Advanced 119 
181 
Cambridge 
Proficient 546 
291 


Needs Improv. 526 
 493 

Warning/Failing 214
 499


Advanced 115 
172 
Regular 
Proficient 487 
264 


Needs Improv. 369 
 376 

Warning/Failing 97
 270


Advanced 4 
6
Disability 
Proficient 52 
21 


Needs Improv. 145 
 97 

Warning/Failing 76
 180


Advanced 0 3
LEP 
Proficient 7 
6 


Needs Improv. 12 
 20 

Warning/Failing 41
 49


Advanced 20 
36
Free Lunch/Y 
Proficient 164 
83 


Needs Improv. 276 
 239 

Warning/Failing 119
 280


Advanced 99 
145 
Free Lunch/N 
Proficient 382 
208 


Needs Improv. 250 
 254 

Warning/Failing 95
 219


Advanced 19 
19
African-American 
Proficient 166 
78 


Needs Improv. 260 
 223 

Warning/Failing 108
 272


Advanced 15 
34
Asian-American 
Proficient 52 
34 


Needs Improv. 34 
 40 

Warning/Failing 15
 20


Advanced 8 
8
Hispanic-American 
Proficient 64 
33 


Needs Improv. 103 
 82 

Warning/Failing 42
 119


Advanced 76 
118 
White 
Proficient 260 
 142 


Needs Improv. 123 
 143 

Warning/Failing 49
 85
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Table 8: 

Proficiency Index (MCAS 2003) Free/Reduced lunch Status, Student Status, and Race 
ELA vs Math PI (by subgroup) 
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20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

ELA PI 

ELA Math 

A CAMBRIDGE 74.0 59.9 

B Regular 80.1 66.9 

C Disability 58.0 40.6 

D LEP 39.2 39.1 

E FRL/Y 65.7 50.5 

F FRL/N 79.8 67.3 

G African-American 67.2 49.1 

H Asian-American 78.7 75.8 

I Hispanic-American 66.6 47.2 

J White 83.3 74.9 
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Analysis of Figure/Table 8: 

• 	 In Cambridge, White, regular education, FRL/N, and Asian-American students scored 9.3, 

6.1, 5.8, and 4.7 Proficiency Index points higher on the MCAS test in ELA than the district 

average of 74.0. 

• 	 In Cambridge, LEP, special education, FRL/Y, Hispanic-American, and African-American, 

students scored 34.8, 16.0, 8.3, 7.4, and 6.8 Proficiency Index points lower on the MCAS test 

in ELA than the district average of 74.0. 

• 	 In Cambridge, Asian-American, White, FRL/N, and regular education, students scored 15.9, 

15.0, 7.4, and 7.0 Proficiency Index points higher on the MCAS test in math than the district 

average of 59.9. 

• 	 In Cambridge, LEP, special education, Hispanic-American, African-American, and FRL/Y 

students scored 20.8, 19.3, 12.7, 10.8, and 9.4 Proficiency Index points lower on the MCAS 

test in math than the district average of 59.9.  

2. Improvement:  How has MCAS performance for all students in the district changed 

over time? 

Preliminary Findings: 
• 	 Between 2000 and 2003, the trend in student performance on the MCAS test was slightly 

upward, with most of the improvement occurring in the 2001 test. This trend was more 

consistent in ELA than math. 

• 	 In Cambridge, 4.0% more students scored in the ‘Advanced’ and ‘Proficient’ categories in 

2003 than in 2000 and 1.4% fewer students scored in the ‘Warning/Failing’ category. 
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• 	 In ELA, performance ratings from 2000-2003 on the Proficiency Index rose by 10.3 points 

and, in math, by 14.0 points. 

• 	 In ELA, 19.2% more students scored in the ‘Advanced’ and ‘Proficient’ categories in 2003 

than in 2000 and 24.3% fewer students scored in the ‘Warning/Failing’ category. 

• 	 In math, 9.1% more students scored in the ‘Advanced’ and ‘Proficient’ categories in 2003 

than in 2000 and 19.8% fewer students scored in the ‘Warning/Failing’ category. 

Figure/Table 9: 
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MCAS 2000 - 2003 Data 
Percent of all students at each proficiency level 

2000 2001 2002 2003 

Advanced 
Proficient 

Needs Improv. 
Warning/Failing 

8.8 
26.9 

38.1 
26.3 

9.9 
25.3 

35.2 
29.6 

9.9 
25.3 

35.2 
29.6 

10.5 
29.2 

35.5 
24.9 

Analysis of Figure/Table 9: 

• 	 In Cambridge, 39.7% of all students scored in the ‘Advanced’ and ‘Proficient’ categories in 

2003 in contrast to 35.7% of all students achieving these categories in 2000.  
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• In Cambridge, 24.9% of all students scored at the ‘Warning/Failing’ category in 2003 in 

contrast to 26.3% of all students scoring in this category in 2000. 
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Figure/Table 10: 

Proficiency Index Trend Data MCAS 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003 

Prof. Index Trend Data 
100 

90 
80 

70 
60 

50 
40 

30 
20 

10 
0 

70.2 
69.1 

74.0 

58.8 59.9 
53.7 55.5 

45.9 

2000 2001	 2002 2003 

ELA Math 

ELA Math 
2000 2001 2002 2003 2000 2001 2002 2003 

Advanced 3.0 6.0 7.8 8.5 9.2 11.4 12.0 12.4 
Proficient 25.2 35.9 35.6 38.9 14.1 18.3 16.1 19.9 

Needs Improv. 32.4 39.5 36.3 37.4 22.8 36.8 34.1 33.7 
Warning/Failing 39.5 18.7 21.3 15.2 53.9 33.6 37.9 34.1 

Analysis of Figure/Table 10: 

• 	 In ELA, performance ratings from 2000-2003 on the Proficiency Index rose by 10.3 points, 

from 53.7 to 74.0. 

• 	 In math, performance ratings from 2000-2003 on the Proficiency Index rose by 14.0 points, 

from 45.9 to 59.9. 

• 	 In ELA, 47.4% of all students scored in the ‘Advanced’ and ‘Proficient’ categories in 2003 in 

contrast to 28.2% of all students scoring in these categories in 2000.  
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• 	 In ELA, 15.2% of all students scored in the ‘Warning/Failing’ category in 2003 in contrast 

to 39.5% of all students scoring in that category in 2000. 

• 	 In math, 32.3% of all students scored in the ‘Advanced’ and ‘Proficient’ categories in 2003 

in contrast to 23.3% of all students scoring in these categories in 2000.  

• 	 In math, 34.1% of all students scored in the  ‘Warning/Failing’ category in 2003 in contrast 

to 53.9% of all students scoring in that category in 2000. 

4. 	Equity of Improvement: How has MCAS performance for the district’s student 

subgroups change over time? 

Preliminary Finding(s): 

• 	 Between 2000-2003, Cambridge’s student achievement figures for the district’s LEP, FRL/Y, 

and Asian-American students’ results improved by less than or equal to the state average in 

both ELA and math. 

• 	 Between 2000-2003, Cambridge’s aggregate student achievement figures and for the 

district’s regular education, FRL/N, and Hispanic-American students’ results improved by 

less than the state average in math and more than the state average in ELA. 

• 	 Between 2000-2003, Cambridge’s student achievement figures for the district’s special 

education, African-American, and White students’ results improved by more than or equal to 

the state average in both ELA and math. 
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Figures/Table 11A-D: 

Proficiency Index Trend Data (by subgroup) MCAS 2001, 2002, and 2003 

GRAPHIC Format: (bars = Cambridge; dots = State) 
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Table 11: 

Trend Data by Subgroup (Cambridge) 
 Trend Data by Subgroup (State) 


ELA Math 
ALL ‘01 70.2 58.8 

‘02 69.1 55.5 
‘03 74.0 59.9 

Regular ‘01 76.8 65.2 
‘02 75.8 61.4 
‘03 80.1 66.9 

Disability ‘01 47.8 35.9 
‘02 49.4 36.4 
‘03 58.0 40.6 

LEP ‘01 52.7 47.7 
‘02 48.3 41.0 
‘03 39.2 39.1 

FRL/Y ‘01 64.0 47.3 
‘02 61.2 42.3 
‘03 65.7 50.5 

FRL/N ‘01 73.4 64.6 
‘02 72.3 60.4 
‘03 79.8 67.3 

African-
American ‘01 60.2 45.0 

‘02 57.8 40.7 
‘03 67.2 49.1 

Asian-
American ‘01 85.2 76.5 

‘02 81.6 79.0 
‘03 78.7 75.8 

Hispanic-
American ‘01 59.8 47.6 

‘02 63.5 46.6 
‘03 66.6 47.2 

White ‘01 80.7 71.7 
 ‘02 79.4 68.5 
 ‘03 83.3 74.9 

ELA Math 
ALL ‘01 79.5 67.3 

‘02 81.6 67.0 
‘03 82.2 69.3 

Regular ‘01 84.1 71.9 
‘02 85.8 71.4 
‘03 87.2 74.5 

Disability ‘01 55.3 43.5 
‘02 58.1 42.6 
‘03 62.0 46.4 

LEP ‘01 48.7 41.6 
‘02 49.7 39.6 
‘03 48.1 46.5 

FRL/Y ‘01 62.4 48.1 
‘02 65.5 47.6 
‘03 66.7 51.3 

FRL/N ‘01 84.1 72.6 
‘02 86.0 72.2 
‘03 87.8 75.8 

African-
American ‘01 61.8 45.6 

‘02 64.2 44.4 
‘03 67.1 48.6 

Asian-
American ‘01 78.1 73.5 

‘02 81.9 73.7 
‘03 81.7 77.4 

Hispanic-
American ‘01 57.1 42.6 

‘02 60.3 42.1 
‘03 61.6 46.3 

White ‘01 84.3 72.8 
 ‘02 86.4 72.7 
 ‘03 86.9 74.5 

Analysis of Figures/Table 11: 

• 	 In Cambridge, between 2001-2003, all students increased by 3.8 Proficiency Index points in 

ELA and 1.1 points in math, as compared with increases of 2.7 and 2.0 points statewide. 

• 	 In Cambridge, between 2001-2003, regular education students increased by 3.3 Proficiency 

Index points in ELA and 1.7 points in math, as compared with increases of 3.1 and 2.6 points 

statewide. 
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• 	 In Cambridge, between 2001-2003, special education students increased by 10.2 Proficiency 

Index points in ELA and 4.7 points in math, as compared with increases of 6.7 and 2.9 points 

statewide. 

• 	 In Cambridge, between 2001-2003, LEP students decreased by 13.5 Proficiency Index points 

in ELA and by 8.6 points in math, as compared with a decrease of 0.6 points in ELA and an 

increase of 4.9 points in math statewide. 

• 	 In Cambridge, between 2001-2003, FRL/Y students increased by 1.7 Proficiency Index 

points in ELA and 3.2 points in math, as compared with increases of 4.3 and 3.2 points 

statewide. 

• 	 In Cambridge, between 2001-2003, FRL/N students increased by 6.4 Proficiency Index 

points in ELA and by 2.7 points in math, as compared with increases of 3.7 and 3.2 points 

statewide. 

• 	 In Cambridge, between 2001-2003, African-American students increased by 7.0 Proficiency 

Index points in ELA and 4.1 points in math, as compared with increases of 5.3 and 3.0 points 

statewide. 

• 	 In Cambridge, between 2001-2003, Asian-American students decreased by 6.5 Proficiency 

Index points in ELA and by 0.7 points in math, as compared with increases of 4.5 and 3.7 

points statewide. 

• 	 In Cambridge, between 2001-2003, Hispanic-American students increased by 6.8 Proficiency 

Index points in ELA and decreased by 0.4 PI points in math, as compared with increases of 

4.5 and 3.7 points statewide. 

• 	 In Cambridge, between 2001-2003, White students increased by 2.6 Proficiency Index points 

in ELA and 3.2 in math, as compared with increases of 2.6 and 1.7 points statewide. 
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5. Participation and Access: Are all eligible students attending and participating in all 

required programs and assessments? 

Preliminary Finding(s): 
• 	 In the aggregate and eligible regular education, special education, and LEP students were all 

participating in both the ELA and math assessments at required levels. 

Table 12: 
ELA Math 

Tested 96.81% 97.45% 
NTA 0.69% 0.81% 
NTM 0.62% 0.47% 
NTO 1.87% 1.28% 

Analysis of Table 12: 
• 	 On the 2003 MCAS test, Cambridge’s student test participation rates in ELA and math were 

96.81% and 97.45%, respectively. These figures were 1.81% and 2.45% above the state’s 

standard for test participation, which is 95%. 
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Part III: Summary and Preliminary Findings by Domain 

Domain A: Assessment and Evaluation 

Standards  Indicators  
Domain A – Assessment & Evaluation 
S1 - Student Assessment 

Excellent 
Satisfactory 
Poor 
Unsatisfactory 

S2 – Participation 
Excellent 
Satisfactory 
Poor 
Unsatisfactory 

S3 - Evaluation Processes 
Excellent 
Satisfactory 
Poor 
Unsatisfactory 

1 

0 
1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
1 

0 
1 
0 
0 

2 

0 
0 
1 
0 

0 
1 
0 
0 

0 
1 
0 
0 

3 

0 
1 
0 
0 

0 
1 
0 
0 

0 
1 
0 
0 

4 

0 
1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
1 
0 

0 
0 
0 
1 

5 

0 
1 
0 
0 

0 
1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
1 

6 

0 
1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
1 
0 

0 
0 
1 
0 

7 8 Total 

0 0 0 
0 0 5 
0 1 2 
1 0 1 

0 N/A 0 
1 N/A 4 
0 N/A 2 
0 N/A 1 

N/A N/A 0 
N/A N/A 3 
N/A N/A 1 
N/A N/A 2 

Standard 1. STUDENT ASSESSMENT: District and building administrators carefully 

administer statewide assessments and teachers regularly assess the performance of their 

students relative to state and local student performance standards, and analyze aggregate 

and individual assessment results to improve curricula, instructional practices, and 

supplementary and remedial programs.  

Preliminary Finding(s): 

• 	 In Cambridge, for the period of time under review, there was a lack of consistency in and 

alignment of classroom assessments, practices, and expectations to improve the quality of 

teaching and learning. 

• 	 During the latter part of the period under review, in order to facilitate consistency in student 

achievement the district developed quarterly district-wide assessments and grade K-12 

learning expectations. 
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• 	 For the period under review, the district consistently evaluated the effectiveness of its 

association with the early literacy collaborative. 

Indicators: 

1. 	 The district has clear assessment policies and procedures that direct the regular evaluation of 

classroom, school, district, and state assessment results. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: According to district interviews, in the period under review the district used a 

variety of formal and informal assessments. The district had no specific school committee 

policy regarding assessment, but there was clear evidence that practice was implemented and 

consistent regarding formal testing. The formal assessments included the Stanford 9 in grades 

3-12 and the MCAS test in grades 3-10. The Stanford 9 test was given for the last time in 

2002-2003, since administrators collectively thought that it was not aligned with the state 

curriculum frameworks and that it was not a good predictor of MCAS test performance. 

Some schools also used Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA) in the elementary 

grades. In addition, the special education department administered traditional diagnostic 

tests. 

With respect to informal assessments, for more than five years, the system used an early 

literacy assessment, which was developed by teachers under the leadership of a former early 

childhood director in conjunction with a collaborative with Lesley University. Some 

elementary schools were also official literacy collaborative sites. The grade K-12 curriculum 

directors, chairs, coordinators and academic deans, among others were involved in working 

with teachers to establish quarterly exams at each grade from 3-12, in all core content areas. 

Interviewees indicated that it was a district expectation that administrators would learn to use 

TestWiz in order to be able to lead the teachers more effectively in the learning process of 

analyzing the MCAS test data. Principals received initial training and were in the beginning 

stages of being able to disaggregate and compare the subgroup data. 
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2. 	District and building administrators carefully and accurately implement the “Principles of 

Test Administration” in their jurisdictions and provide complete and accurate information on 

student status and participation in accordance with the “Principles” in the administration of 

the MCAS test and system-wide tests. 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence: According to district interviews, the principals were aware that there were 

consistent and specific rules to follow during the MCAS test administration. Any 

inconsistencies or violations of test protocol were reported to the superintendent. According 

to district administrators the former administration did not support the MCAS test 

administration and the scores reflected this lack of support. Many parents of students in the 

elementary grades boycotted the MCAS test, but this was centered in one school over the 

course of two of the three years under review. Testing procedures were addressed at 

principals’ meetings, and the central office administrators assisted with the MCAS testing 

process, whenever needed. 

3. 	The district regularly employs criterion-referenced tests, norm-referenced tests, or other 

standardized tests in addition to the MCAS test to assess the progress of all student 

populations. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: In the period under examination, administrators relied primarily on the Stanford 9 

test and the MCAS test data from grades 3-10 in order to identify under-performing students. 

As of 2002-2003, the Stanford 9 test was discontinued, because the administrators thought 

that it was not informative enough and/or a good predictor of performance on state standards. 

In addition, some schools supplemented these standardized tests with the DRA 

(Developmental Reading Assessment) and/or other diagnostic testing specific to special 

education. All of this information went into creating student ISSPs at the school level. In 

grades K-2, the district developed informal, but consistent, early literacy and numeracy 

assessments in ELA and math. In science, unit specific tests were given at the end of each 
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science unit in grades 4-12. At the high school, the Scholastic Assessment Test (SAT), 

Preliminary Scholastic Assessment Test (PSAT), and Advanced Placement (AP) tests were 

administered. In the 2003, administrators were working with teachers to create quarterly 

exams at each grade level, from grades 3-12 and in each subject area. 

4. Regular analysis of assessment results informs improvements to: 

a. curricula, 

b. instructional practices, 

c.  supplementary and remedial programs and services, 

d.  professional development, and 

e.  purchasing and provisioning for improved student achievement. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: Within the school district, where schools were using the grade K-2 Early literacy 

and numercy assessments, which were developmental, assessment was ongoing, frequent, 

and monitored, so that they were able and likely to inform practice. Where purchased 

programs were used, for example, specific science kits, the units were aligned with the state 

curriculum frameworks, there was a standard assessment at the end of the unit, and then the 

assessment was more likely used to inform practice. In the case where math programs were 

purchased from TERC and were used independent of curricula alignment with the state 

frameworks, even though a pacing chart was used, the district was only beginning to meet the 

expectations on this indicator. In all other areas of the curriculum, even with the published 

student learning expectations on hand, consistency in the curriculum was widely disparate 

between classrooms and between schools in grade K-8. Without a published district 

curriculum, there was little grade level consistency in the curriculum. In grades 9-12, the 

district administrators were making progress in creating a curriculum document that was 

aligned with the state frameworks and were able to create some level of consistency of 

curriculum across the vertical house arrangement. 

For the majority of time under review, according to district interviewees, the district was 

engaged in the regular analysis of assessment data to inform instructional practices in grades 

K-2 in literacy and numeracy. Interviewees reported that within the programmatic areas of 
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special education, Title I, and ESL, there was some analysis of assessment to inform 

instructional practices across all grade levels. 

Analyses of assessments were used to inform practice in Title I school-wide and targeted 

assistance schools. Across the district, the MCAS test results indicated the need for the 

MCAS test preparatory classes, which were provided during and after school and on 

Saturdays. Regular analyses of assessment data for the period under review informed both 

district-wide and school site professional development, and the provisioning and purchasing 

to support changes in instructional practice. 

5. 	 The district and each of its schools disseminate assessment analyses to appropriate staff at 

regular intervals. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: According to interviews with administrative staff and principals, each school site 

received individual student data reports from the half-time district data specialist. The grade 

K-12 administrators worked to train at least one small “data analysis team and a leader” at 

each school site. 

6. District administrators, building administrators, and teachers demonstrate that they have the 

skills to use aggregate and individual test analyses to improve instructional programs and 

services for all student populations. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: As a part of the recent restructuring of personnel in Cambridge, a half time 

employee was hired approximately a year ago to handle the MCAS test data and to train 

school personnel. This official has been employed for one year, and so administrators and 

teachers were in the beginning stages of being able to manage data analysis using the 

TestWiz. Prior to this, grade K-12 administrators managed the results of testing by hand, 

using Excel to make pie charts and create visual representations in order to enable the data 

analysis team to more easily compare data for the purposes of improving instructional 

programs.  Further, during the period under review, the district hired an outside consultant to 
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provide professional development to administrators and selected staff at each school to 

develop the capacity of school leaders to analyze data. Curriculum meetings at each school 

site, under the leadership of the curriculum coordinators provided on-going training to 

teachers in data analysis. 

7. 	The district educates all of its students to meet or exceed the Competency Determination 

(CD) standard by their senior year. 

EQA Rating: Unsatisfactory 

Evidence: Based on the progress report on students attaining the Competency Determination 

(CD), released by the DOE in 2003, 87% of the Class of 2003 earned a Competency 

Determination, and 68% of the Class of 2004 earned a Competency Determination. 

8. 	Classroom assessment standards, practices, and expectations for teachers and students are 

consistently linked with learning standards articulated in the state curriculum frameworks. 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence: During the time under review, the district did not have an ELA and math 

curriculum in grades K-12 that was aligned with the state curriculum frameworks. Further, 

interviewees indicated that there was a lack of consistency in classroom assessments, 

practices, and expectations for students. 

In some curricular areas, such as science, much work was done to align specific content units 

with the state curriculum frameworks. Likewise, much work was accomplished in the area of 

world/foreign languages. In some curriculum areas, such as math, the purchase of programs 

from TERC was substituted for alignment with the state curriculum frameworks.  In the case 

of early literacy and numeracy, although programs were developed, like the early 

literacy/numeracy assessment, one standard curriculum was not used in all schools from 

grades K-8. 

Until the full development of the district’s “Learning Expectations” in the fall of 2003, 

district interviewees indicated that teachers were given copies of the curriculum frameworks 
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and expected to use them in designing lessons. However, interviewees indicated their 

awareness that copies of the state curriculum frameworks did not constitute a district-wide 

curriculum. 

Standard 2. PARTICIPATION: The district and all of its schools have documented policies, 

procedures, and practices that meet federal and state participation and attendance standards. 

Data on participation in state and local tests are monitored and assessed to ensure participation 

and opportunity for all students and all subgroups. 

Preliminary Finding(s): 

• 	 In Cambridge, for the period under review, there was a lack of district-wide consistency in 

the implementation of existing policies, procedures, and practices to ensure participation in 

the state assessment and attendance. 

• 	 Between 2000-2003, the school committee did not address the barriers and staff resistance to 

participation in the state assessment in a timely manner. 

• 	 For the period under review, the district maintained clear and accurate records on ELL 

students and used data to regularly improve instruction for this subgroup. 

• 	 During the latter part of the period under review, the district responded to an identified need 

to provide an intervention program for a particular subgroup of students at-risk. 

Indicators: 

1. 	The district and each of its schools have clear policies, procedures, expectations, and 

practices that require all students to attend and participate in all mandatory and appropriate 

assessments. 

EQA Rating: Unsatisfactory 

Evidence: For the period under review, despite some organized resistance to and boycotting 

of the state assessments at some schools, the school committee failed to provide a clear 

policy in support of the state’s MCAS testing policies. District administrators stated that in 
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one particular school, parents were noted for boycotting the MCAS test. School officials 

received letters from parents that their children would not take the MCAS test. The percent of 

students participating in the test was low at this school. However, administrators met with 

parents to specifically seek their support in implementing the state mandates related to the 

MCAS test. Administrators noted an improvement in participation for this school in the 

2002-2003 school year. 

According to administrators, the former high school principal and deans did not support the 

MCAS test and discouraged test taking, which resulted in lower rates of student participation. 

With the current change in the administration of the high school, administrators stated that 

they noticed an improvement in the participation rate for 2002-2003. According to district 

administrators, a letter from the district was sent out to parents informing them of the 

assessments that were to be administered. In addition, a Title I Newsletter was distributed to 

parents. The newsletter contained tips as to “How to Prepare for MCAS.” The newsletter 

reminded parents to make sure their children got a good night sleep prior to the test and other 

tips for parents to employ before the test was administered by the school. Each individual 

school had procedures to ensure good attendance when the MCAS assessments (or any other 

tests) were given. Schedules were changed to accommodate testing, and students were 

provided snacks during the testing period. 

2. 	 The district and all of its schools regularly monitor and evaluate data on student and staff 

attendance. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: According to district administrators, the district used a program called Star Based 

Student Information Program for student attendance and it was under the direction a program 

coordinator. There was no district official who monitored student attendance. According to 

district administrators, a quarterly attendance report was generated. This report was given to 

the Cambridge School Committee. Also, an annual attendance report or End-of-the-Year 

data report was shared with the school committee. 
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According to district administrators, the high school took daily attendance, however it was 

not conducted in the classroom. The high school was working on the process to implement 

taking student attendance electronically by classroom. The guidance counselors and deans 

monitored student absences. There were credit ramifications for students in grades 9-12 that 

exceeded four absences. Also, deans informed the special education staff if students who 

were on IEPs were absent frequently or had excessive absences. 

At the grade K-8 level, a formal letter was sent to the parents after ten student absences. 

However, administrators said that interventions started earlier. If there was a more serious 

issue, the court liaison filed a Child In Need of Services (CHINS) petition. Documentation 

submitted by the district indicated that teacher absenteeism was not problematic in the 

district. Teacher attendance, if it became excessive, was addressed on an individual basis 

through the evaluation process. 

3. 	 The district maintains accurate records on attendance, suspensions, discipline, and 

dropouts by student subgroup populations and frequently: 

a. 	 analyzes these records; 

b. 	 uses the analyses to improve participation and involvement of all students; 

c. 	 tracks students who have ceased to participate in school programs 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: For the time under review, according to district administrators, the district used a 

program called Star Based Student Information Program to maintain student records. 

Records for all students were maintained at Cambridge Rindge & Latin High School under 

the direction of a district coordinator. The coordinator used the STAR based software to 

collect and track the data. Interviewees indicated that students who were identified as at-risk 

by virtue of their attendance, performance, and behavior were placed in intervention 

programs.   

The Man-to-Man program at the high school was developed after the district reviewed data 

that disproportionate numbers of males of color were failing at a rate of three times greater 

than other groups. These males were encouraged to attend sessions during the day to 
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participate in the credited program that focused on building self-esteem and personal 

accountability. Participants were also encouraged to attend summer school to earn credits. 

Funding for the program came from a variety of sources: district funds, police department 

funds, and donations. 

Interviewees indicated that LEP students who were determined to be at-risk of dropping out 

of school were placed in a work-study program in cooperation with the local housing 

authority. These students, in their place of residence, were paired with housing authority 

maintenance personnel for after-school work assignments. The students were compensated 

for their efforts. Further, time was provided within the community based work-study program 

for academic support in LEP and other core content areas. Interviewees indicated that special 

education students were followed closely and provided with interventions where necessary. 

4. 	The district actively encourages student attendance in conformity with their policies and 

expectations. 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence: According to district administrators, there were three social worker positions at 

the high school. The social workers worked with at-risk students and encouraged their 

participation and good attendance at school. 

For two of the years under review (2001 and 2002), district attendance rates fell slightly 

below the state average. In 2001, the district attendance rate was 93.8%, and in 2002 the 

district attendance rate was 93.7%. The state rate for both years was approximately 94%. 

The DOE’s attendance report for 2002 indicated that the percent of chronically absent (more 

than 18 days) students in grades 9-12 averaged 24.3%. The rate of chronically absent 

students for Grade 11 was 28.5%, and in Grade 12, the rate of chronically absent students 

was 29.6%. The rate of chronic absence for students in grades K-8 was 10.3%. 
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According to district interviews with administrators, a generous family leave practice was 

supported by the school committee, which interviewees believed had a negative impact on 

student achievement and performance. 

5. 	 The district collects and uses data on: 

a. 	 student attendance and evaluates the effects of student attendance on performance and 

achievement, and 

b. 	staff attendance and evaluates the effects of staff attendance on staff performance and 

student achievement. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: District interviewees indicated that the practice of allowing students to take family 

leaves, vacations, and student sabbaticals had a negative impact on student performance and 

achievement. Specific cases were cited where families would leave the school district for 

periods as long as two to three months. Further, with LEP students, it was common for 

families within the K-8 grades to remove their students from the schools for periods of time 

from a week to a month. Principals and deans were proactive in attempting to have the family 

leave practice be more restrictive and controlled. However, at the time of the on-site review, 

interviewees indicated that this was unchanged. District interviewees reported that they 

monitored staff attendance and indicated that the absences did not have a negative impact on 

the performance and achievement of students. 

6. 	 The district maintains clear and accurate records on: 

a. 	 student waivers for LEP and ALT status for MCAS assessment; 

b. 	 waivers for staff regarding certification and progress toward certification. 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence: For the period under review, all eligible LEP and special education students 

participated in the MCAS test or alternative testing (ALT). Only students who entered after 

October 1, did not take the MCAS test. The district’s records were clear and accurate for LEP 

and ALT status students. 
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The district employed 811 teachers of whom 741 were certified, and sixty were not certified. 

Of the sixty who were not certified, it was reported that some were waiting for certification 

or held out-of-state certifications. The district could not provide data as to how many were on 

waivers, waiting for certification, or held out-of state certification. According to an 

administrator, the system software was upgraded and not all of the categories were able to 

retrieve the information on waivers.  

However, a document was produced entitled “Progress Towards Highly Qualified 

Certification Status.” The document listed the name of the teacher or administrator and 

provided information on the date a waiver was granted, most recent re-certification date, 

reassignment, license application filed/pending, and warning letter if no progress on 

certification. According to this document, two out of eight teachers listed were on waivers, 

and 11 out of 16 administrators listed were on waivers.   

7. 	The district focuses on and improves educational outcomes, including English language 

proficiency for all English language learners  (ELL) and: 

a. 	maintains clear, accurate, program and individual records of all English language 

learners; 

b. 	annually reviews disaggregated data from standardized tests, attendance, suspension, 

discipline, and dropout records; 

c. 	uses data analyses to review programs and services to English language learners and 

focuses on areas of needed improvement. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: According to district administrators, the bilingual and English language office 

maintained accurate records and individual data for all ELL students. In addition, ELL 

administrators met two times per year in January and May with the ELL teaching staff. At 

these meetings, student progress was analyzed. Discussions and decisions were made as to 

whether the student would continue or exit the ELL program. In 2003, the meetings were 

increased to three times per year, November, January, and May. 
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Parent breakfast meetings were also conducted with parents of sheltered immersion students 

and students receiving supplementary ESL support. At these meetings, the parents were 

informed of their students’ progress. According to district officials, attendance, suspension, 

discipline, and dropout records were reviewed. The attendance was an issue for ELL 

students. This was due to the families traveling to and from the native country. 

According to administrators, data were disaggregated and reviewed. Patterns were reviewed 

and longitudinal data were kept. There was a student profile packet for ELL students in 

sheltered immersion (SEI) and/or receiving ESL support. Each student profile packet 

contained a program placement letter, a letter of exit from the SEI program, a letter of exit 

from the ESL program, student profile form reporting results of individual student’s 

assessment, step-by-step assessment to language dominance (SSALID) scoring sheet, 

Massachusetts English Language Assessment-Oral (MELA-0) scoring sheet, language 

assessment scales reading/writing (LAS R/W) scoring sheet.  The director of the bilingual 

and English language acquisition department and staff met three times a year. The data was 

used to review programs and services to students. At the end of the school year, program 

placement for each student was determined. 

Standard 3. EVALUATION PROCESSES: The district uses student assessment data in its 

development, implementation, and analysis of school, program, and personnel evaluation.  The 

evaluation process focuses on accountability for administrators, teachers, and staff, and one of 

the goals of the process is the improvement of achievement for all students. 

Preliminary Finding(s): 

• 	 For the period under review, the district’s evaluation procedure for teachers with professional 

status was not consistent with the components of the Massachusetts Education Reform Act. 

• 	 For the period of time under review, the district did not conduct timely evaluations for 

teachers or administrators. 

• 	 In Cambridge, for the period under review, the district did not conduct consistent evaluations 

of its programs and services to better improve achievement for all students. 
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Indicators: 

1. 	 The district employs a system of: 

a. 	 school evaluation that focuses on accountability for administrators; 

b. 	 program evaluation that focuses on accountability for administrators and staff; 

c. 	 personnel evaluation that focuses on accountability for all administrators, teachers, and 

staff. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: The district's evaluation of administrators focused on accountability in that these 

administrators were required to set goals that included instructional leadership that was 

linked to student achievement. Every fall, administrators met with the superintendent to set 

goals. There was a mid-year review to determine the progress toward the accomplishment of 

these goals. District administrators indicated that a merit bonus could be received above their 

base pay if a rating in four of the five evaluation categories “exceeded” expectations.  

Staff evaluation was a four-year cycle based on the model developed by Jonathan Saphier. At 

the elementary/middle level the teachers in the district were evaluated by building principals. 

At the high school, teachers were evaluated by the five deans of the small learning 

communities (SLC). The principal and the grade K-12 curriculum coordinators might have 

requested to evaluate secondary teachers when there might have been unresolved issues 

related to the evaluation completed by the deans.   

A similar process existed at the elementary schools, with the exception that the principal 

conducted the primary evaluation of teachers. The grade K-12 curriculum coordinators might 

have been requested to again conduct an evaluation to address unresolved issues related to 

the principals’ evaluations. 

The principals’ evaluations were based on the establishment of goals identified in the school 

improvement plan and five performance standards. The five performance standards were 

planning and assessment, instructional leadership, safety and organizational management, 
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communication and community relations, and professionalism. The individual school 

improvement plans were driven by student assessment data derived from the MCAS test, and 

during the period under review the Stanford 9 test. In addition to these major system-wide 

assessment tools, student achievement was evaluated by early literacy assessment, 

developmental reading assessment, and grade K-2 numeracy assessment. More recently and 

in 2003, the newly appointed superintendent instituted quarterly assessments of student 

progress. The quarterly assessment was a locally designed test.   

According to principals and other administrators, the current evaluation instrument was not 

adequate to inform the accountability and performance of the school district’s leadership. At 

the time of the on-site review, however, the district’s contracts with both administrators and 

teachers were up for renewal. Interviewees indicated that the proposed evaluation 

instruments for teachers and administrators included more accountability. 

2. 	 The results of the district’s program evaluation are analyzed and used to inform needed 

changes or modifications in the district’s programs and services that would most likely result 

in improved student achievement. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: Elementary principals, during the focus group interview, indicated that during the 

time period under review the district evaluated Title I, special education, science, grade K-2 

literacy/numeracy, and some math in grades 3-8. Examples of some specific tools used to 

evaluate the effectiveness of programs were: student portfolio assessments, the longitudinal 

students’ performance on the grade K-2 early literacy assessment, the developmental reading 

assessment, and student performance on the grade K-2 numeracy assessment. Only the early 

literacy/numeracy assessments in grades K-2 were used in all elementary schools. Locally 

established benchmarks and locally designed quarterly assessments in core content areas 

were under development in 2003. The Stanford 9 test was eliminated as of 2002-2003.  In the 

areas of special education, assessments of student achievement were an integral factor in the 

design of IEP (Individualized Education Plan.) 
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Examples of modifications to elementary programs based on student achievement were the 

implementation of the grade K-2 early literacy program, the writer’s workshop, and the 

TERC math program. Under Title I, programming provided reading recovery to first graders 

in some schools. Restructuring the school district by FRL statistics expanded reading 

recovery support to all elementary schools in 2003. 

Further, in Cambridge, program evaluation was site-based. Individual schools developed a 

school improvement plan. Four district administrators reviewed the SIP. Upon the approval 

of the SIP, the school received funds to implement the plan. The SIP contained instructional 

needs of the school. For example, in one school, paraprofessionals for each classroom were 

hired, in another a literacy coordinator was hired, and in another an assistant principal was 

hired. 

3. 	 There is an ongoing process to: 

a. monitor, and 

b. 	 evaluate the quality, adequacy, and effectiveness of the curriculum and instructional 

programs. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: In Cambridge, in each of the elementary/middle schools, instructional programs 

were monitored on a regular basis under the leadership of the principals. Specific oversight 

by the principals included regular review and evaluation of individual teacher lesson plans, 

cluster meetings on a weekly basis, benchmarks, and more recently quarterly reports on 

student achievement. There were data teams in each of the elementary/middle schools led by 

a team leader. Team leaders were selected members of the school teaching staff.  The data 

teams analyzed data directly related to the performance and achievement of students. 

Teacher assistant teams (TAT) also were active within each of the elementary/middle schools 

in analyzing student achievement data to address specific learning needs. 

According to principals, the results of this data analysis identified at-risk students. Several of 

the administrators offered documentation in the form of graphics to illustrate the number of 
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students meeting success in specific ELA programs. These graphics also identified the 

percentages and numbers of students not meeting the benchmarks.   

District administrators stated that there was a more formalized process in math and science. 

The district officials were using Every Day Math in grades K-2, TERC Investigations in 

grades 3-5, CMP in grades 6-8. This year the district instituted quarterly assessments, which 

will be used a connected math program as a means to modify and inform instruction.   

Principals monitored the district’s programs on the elementary/middle level. The district 

administrators said that dialogue occurred between teachers and their cluster leaders and 

these discussions were building based. Principals met as a collective group twice monthly to 

assess student achievement across the grade K-8 continuum. 

4. 	 The district’s evaluation procedure for administrators is aligned with the requirements 

of the Massachusetts Education Reform Act. 

EQA Rating: Unsatisfactory 

Evidence: In Cambridge, eight administrators’ evaluations were randomly selected for 

review. Three of the evaluations for the year 2000 were not signed, one in 2001 was not 

signed, and there were no evaluations for the year 2002. Administrator evaluations were not 

completed before the end of the school year. Four of the administrator evaluation forms 

completed in 2000 were conducted/dated in September or October. Four of the administrator 

evaluation forms completed in 2002 were conducted/dated in August and four in October. 

In the interview with the school committee, it was confirmed that during the period under 

review the superintendent did not complete evaluations of principals or administrators in a 

regular timely fashion. In sum, the district’s evaluation procedure for administrators was not 

consistent with the requirements of the Massachusetts Education Reform Act. 
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5. 	The district’s evaluation procedure for teachers is aligned with the requirements of the 

Education Reform Act. 

EQA Rating: Unsatisfactory 

Evidence: According to documents supplied by the Cambridge Public Schools, the staff 

evaluation was a four-year cycle based on the model developed by Jonathan Saphier. The 

model was reflective of the Principles of Effective Teaching that was adopted by the 

Massachusetts Board of Education (BOE). According to the focus group interview, the four 

phase cycle for professional status teachers were: 1) administrative assessment, 2) 

experimentation with instructional techniques and technologies, 3) individual planning and 

self-assessment, and 4) collaborative project.   

Approximately ten percent of the teacher evaluations were randomly selected for review. 

Nineteen out of seventy-seven evaluations reviewed were missing, according to the 

spreadsheet of random selection given to the team by human resources. A review of the 

documents verified that principals did not complete nineteen evaluations of teaching staff in 

2002-2003. The interview with the school committee confirmed that, during the period under 

review, not all of the principals completed the evaluations of professional staff according to 

the contract negotiated with the teachers’ association and the Cambridge Public Schools. For 

the period under review, the district’s evaluation procedure for teachers was not consistent 

with the two-year annual evaluation requirements of the state education reform act. 

6. 	 In order to improve achievement for all students, the district uses disaggregated assessment 

scores to: 

a. 	 evaluate specific aspects of achievement, so that data can be analyzed to identify specific 

strengths and weaknesses in curriculum and instruction, 

b. 	 set priorities for professional development, and 

c. 	 reallocate staff and resources to improve achievement levels for all student populations. 

EQA Rating: Poor 
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Evidence: For the majority of time under review, district administrators indicated that the 

district was just recently engaged in analyzing disaggregated data by student subgroups in 

grades 3-12. For the period of time under review, however, the district gathered data on 

literacy and numeracy at the grade K-2 level, special education population data across all 

grade levels, and ELL population data. The district also reviewed the MCAS test data as 

well. However, the district did not, for majority of time under review, use the analysis of data 

to inform district-wide curriculum and instruction.   

The district’s professional development initiatives did not set specific priorities focused on 

improving achievement for all students. Interviewees indicated that professional 

development, for the majority of time under review, was driven largely by site-based needs, 

and was included in each individual school’s improvement plan. Interviewees indicated that 

common district needs drove some professional development for example, behavior 

intervention training, restraint training, the ability to write a functional behavior plan, and the 

use of Internet technology to support academic instruction. In addition, math coaches did 

some modeling and training for the TERC programs and early numeracy. For the period 

under review, the district had instructional coaches in math for grades 3-5 and grades 6-8. 

District interviewees indicated that for the period under review, the assessment results for 

Hispanic-American and African-American population subgroups improved. 

Interviewees indicated that for a majority of time under review, the district used consistent 

formulas according to eligibility for FRL status and a per pupil expenditure by building. 

Interviewees reported that initiatives identified in individual school improvement plans were 

in general well supported. However, specific school requests varied widely, as did the cost to 

support requests. When the district restructured this fall (2003), FRL statistics were used to 

heterogeneously balance the schools that remained opened in an effort to better support the 

needs of all students. 
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Domain B: Curriculum and Instruction 

Standards  Indicators  1 2 3 4 5 5aVoc. 6 7 8 9 Total 

Satisfactory 

Domain B –Curriculum & Instruction 
S4 – Curriculum 
Excellent 

1 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

N/A 
N/A 

N/A 
N/A 

N/A 
N/A 

1 
0 

Poor 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 N/A N/A N/A 4 
Unsatisfactory 

S5 - Instruction: Expectations & Policies 
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 N/A N/A N/A 2 

Satisfactory 
Excellent 

1 
0 

1 
0 

1 
0 

0 
0 

1 
0 

N/A 
N/A 

N/A N/A 
N/A N/A 

N/A 
N/A 

N/A 
N/A 

4 
0 

Poor 0 0 0 1 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 1 
Unsatisfactory 0 0 0 0 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 0 

Programs 
S6 - Access To Quality Education 

Satisfactory 
Excellent 

0 
0 

1 
0 

1 
0 

1 
0 

1 
0 

N/A 
N/A 

1 
0 

N/A 
N/A 

N/A 
N/A 

N/A 
N/A 

5 
0 

Poor 1 0 0 0 0 N/A 0 N/A N/A N/A 1 
Unsatisfactory 0 0 0 0 0 N/A 0 N/A N/A N/A 0 

Training 
S7 - Professional Development & 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
Satisfactory 
Excellent 

1 1 0 1 0 N/A 
N/A 

1 
0 

0 
0 

N/A 
N/A 

N/A 
N/A 

4 
Poor 0 0 1 0 1 N/A 0 1 N/A N/A 3 
Unsatisfactory 0 0 0 0 0 N/A 0 0 N/A N/A 0 

Standard 4. CURRICULUM: The district, each of its schools, and programs utilize curricula 

that are aligned with the state curriculum frameworks in the core academic subjects of English 

Language Arts (ELA), mathematics, science and technology, history and social science, and 

world languages. The curricula are current, academically sound, and clearly understood by all 

who administer and teach in the district. 

Preliminary Finding(s): 

• 	 During the period under review, the district did not fully develop ELA and math curricula for 

grades K-12 that were aligned with the state curriculum frameworks. 

• 	 During the period under review, with the exception of science and world language, the 

district curricula lacked consistency, was fragmented and existed by virtue of particular 

programs used in particular schools. 
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Indicators: 
1. A curriculum leader is assigned to and active in every school in the district. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: Principals in all schools were expected to be curriculum leaders in their buildings. 

In addition to principals, the district had system-wide, grade K-12 curriculum leaders (chairs, 

coordinators, and/or directors) and for each of the core content areas, special education, and 

world languages. During the period under review 2000-2003, the high school principal did 

not take advantage of the opportunity to utilize the district’s grade K-12 curriculum leaders. 

There were, however, five deans of curriculum, one for each house, at the high school. The 

instructional council, consisting of 14 curriculum leaders and the director of curriculum, met 

once a month. After the monthly meetings, the curriculum leaders met in respective schools 

with teams of teachers and, if needed, individual teachers.   

2. Teachers in all of the district’s schools: 

a. have access to the current curriculum, 

b. are trained in their use, and 

c. are expected to use them in planning and delivering instruction. 

EQA Rating: Unsatisfactory 

Evidence: In the Cambridge Public Schools, for the majority of the time under review, the 

district did not have a curriculum document that identified what students should be able to do 

and know in grades K-12 in ELA and math. Interviewees described the district’s curriculum 

as “very uneven” and “eclectic” until the recent development of the district’s learning 

expectations, which were aligned to the state curriculum frameworks. In August 2002, the 

learning objectives were developed for all core content areas for grades K-8. In August 2003, 

the district developed learning objectives in all core content areas for grades 9-12. District 

interviewees acknowledged that the learning expectations were not intended to be the 

“curriculum,” but rather the first component of several that would comprise the curriculum. 

Interviewees indicated that the district’s curriculum should be completed within the next 12

18 months and would include the learning expectations, a scope and sequence, suggested 

resources, methods of assessments, and sample lesson plans. 
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Most recently, the district developed quarterly benchmarks with the expectation that they 

would be administered district-wide. Interviewees indicated that the quarterly benchmarks 

would yield data that would be used to inform assessment, drive consistency in instructional 

delivery of curriculum, and inform future curriculum revisions and/or changes. The results 

from the quarterly assessments were intended to be a tool to be used in the decision-making 

process related to curriculum and assessments. 

The district had content area coaches that were used as an instructional support for teachers. 

Their relationship with teachers was not evaluative in nature. The teachers did, however, 

model lessons planned using the district’s learning expectations. Teachers received building 

based training in the use of the learning expectations. 

3. 	 The district has an established, well-documented process that involves teachers in the annual 

review and/or revision of curriculum based on the analyses of results of standardized tests.  

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence: District administrators indicated that for the time period under review, there was 

not a systemic, consistent process in placed that involved teachers in the annual review and 

revision of curricula based on the analyses of results of standardized test data, including the 

MCAS test. 

For the period under review, the review of student assessment data to inform curriculum 

based on the analyses of standardized tests was not uniform throughout the district. It was 

happening in some areas, in some schools, in some content areas. More work, for example, 

was done with assessment informing curriculum in the areas of math and science.  There was 

some in-house assessment in both math and ELA at the primary level. Interviewees indicated 

that during the time under review, the district assessed early numeracy in grades K-2 twice a 

year, once at the beginning of the year, and once at the end of the year. The data collected by 

the math department as distributed to principals and was considered to be a “driving force” in 
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the development of curriculum initiatives. The district also administered an early literacy 

assessment at grades 4-5.  

District administrators indicated that curriculum was more consistent in math in grades K-2 

and 6-8, but in other areas efforts have been “fragmented” and characterized by 

“dissonance.” For the time under review, with the exception of science, there was some 

curriculum, but it existed by virtue of programs in particular schools and was not district 

wide. 

The district used an assessment in grades 7-8 for algebra. In addition, the district 

administered a local exam in algebra (1998-2002). The district was using the Connected 

Math Program in grades 5-8, and in the summer of 2003 the district added an assessment at 

Grade 5. Until June 2003, the district administered the Stanford 9 test, but it was recently 

discontinued. 

4. Modifications and/or revisions to curricula are: 

a. 	evaluated for their effectiveness in improving equitable student achievement for all 

student populations, and 

b. 	 revised as necessary and disseminated to staff. 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence: For the period under review, district administrators indicated that TestWiz was not 

used until this recent school year. District interviewees indicated that district administrators 

initially disaggregated data by hand (pie charts), and then they progressed to using the Excel 

software program. In 2003, the district used TestWiz to disaggregate data. For the time under 

review, with the exception of special education department and the bilingual department, the 

district did not consistently review student assessment data disaggregated by subgroups 

across ELA and math in grades K-12. However, a number of interviewees indicated that they 

analyzed data by student population, but this was a building-based initiative not one that was 

a system-wide initiative. 
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District administrators indicated that a review of disaggregated data for the special education 

population prompted the district to train teachers in Ortin Gillingham and Wilson reading and 

effective inclusion practices. Also the district conducted a math diagnostic assessment to 

gather data on strengths and weaknesses. From this, a co-teaching model and a math program 

for special education students evolved that offered small group instruction. Learning 

expectations were posted on the district’s website, and district interviewees reported that they 

were available in buildings. 

5. The district regularly implements an established, well-documented process to ensure: 

a. horizontal instructional program articulation throughout the system, and 

b. sequencing and alignment of learning goals and expectations from one Grade to the next 

– K–12.

c. alignment with the state curriculum frameworks across all Grades PreK-12. 

EQA Rating: Unsatisfactory 

Evidence: At the time of the on-site review, interviewees reported that there was some 

common planning time at the elementary level and little to no common planning time at the 

middle school levels. There were some schools that used the cluster model, and some schools 

were using looping. For the period of time under review, there was no consistency in the 

programming and delivery of services across the district. Each principal designed the 

programming and delivery of services on an individual site basis. Most professional 

development was, and continued to be, site-based, not district-wide, so there were fewer 

opportunities for teachers to meet to discuss curriculum across the grade levels. District 

administrators indicated that the district was “not good at transitions” from one grade level to 

the next and that there was still “a lot of work” that needed to be done. 

The district developed learning expectations for all content areas and all grade levels that 

were aligned with the state curriculum frameworks. However, the document was not 

completed for grades 9-12 until August 2003. Prior to August 2003, the district lacked a 

comprehensive process of aligning the state curriculum with the district’s curriculum. In 

general, for the period under review there was no district-wide curriculum to align. The 
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district provided copies of the state curriculum frameworks to teachers to use to plan 

instruction. 

During the 2002-2003 school year the district added a district-wide executive director for 

curriculum in order to both facilitate the development of curriculum and ensure consistency 

of curriculum initiatives. At the time of the on-site review, the district developed a proposal 

for an interactive system to manage curriculum information and resources. Interviewees 

indicated that proposed database would provide the following functionality: 1) curriculum 

information storage and management; 2) browse capabilities; and 3) search capabilities. 

5a. VOC: In vocational schools and districts, the district implements an established, well-

documented process to ensure: 

a. 	 integration of academic skills, particularly in ELA, mathematics and science and 


technology into each occupational area,


b. 	  sequencing and alignment of learning goals, skills and expectations from one Grade to 

the next - 9-12. 

c. 	 alignment with the state curriculum frameworks across all Grades and occupational areas 

9-12. 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence: For the majority of time under review, there was an inconsistent curriculum 

development and implementation process. Within the district’s secondary school, there was a 

vocational-technical program entitled Rindge School of Technical Arts (RSTA) that offered a 

vocational-technical program to approximately 800 students. 

In May of 2001, five programs were developed for a Chapter 74 review: carpentry, auto 

mechanics, culinary arts, computer programming, and electronics. The vocational-technical 

curriculum for those five programs was reviewed for the alignment with the state curriculum 

frameworks. Teachers reviewed the existing curriculum and developed supplemental 

materials to facilitate alignment. Within each vocational curriculum, there was a component 

that identified the specific alignment from the state math and ELA curriculum frameworks. 
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As new vocational programs were developed, curriculum was developed and aligned with 

existing state curriculum frameworks.   

The district utilized the Perkins grant funding to purchase an accredited course for staff 

entitled “Integration of Curriculum.” The vocational-technical teachers, because they were a 

part of the teaching staff at the high school, were encouraged to participate in on-going 

professional development offerings outside the realm of vocational-technical areas. Further, 

for the time under review, the Perkins grant funding was expended for summer curriculum 

development work designed to review and ensure existing curriculum remained consistent 

with the state curriculum frameworks. For the period under review, the vocational-technical 

department sent at least one representative per discipline to a three-day conference at Assabet 

Valley. 

For the majority of time under review, according to district interviewees, the scheduling at 

the high school prohibited greater utilization of the RSTA program. However, beginning in 

2003, through the combined efforts of building administrators, significant adjustments were 

made to the schedule to allow more participation in the vocational programs.   

6. 	Staffing levels are adequate to deliver the district’s curriculum to all students and student 

subgroups. 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence: For the period under review 2000-2003, interviewees indicated that the district’s 

staffing levels were adequate to deliver the district’s curriculum to all students and student 

subgroups. However, the 2003 Mid-Cycle AYP Report cited that in the aggregate in ELA, 

the district did not meet its performance target, but did meet its improvement target. The 

subgroups that did not meet the performance target were LEP, special education, FRL 

participants, African-Americans, and Hispanic-Americans. But all of those subgroups met 

their improvement and attendance targets. In math, in the aggregate, the district did not meet 

its improvement or its performance targets. The subgroups that did not meet the performance 

target were LEP, special education, African-Americans, and Hispanics-Americans. The 
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groups that not meet their improvement target were Hispanic-American and special 

education. All of the district’s subgroups met their Attendance target. 

Standard 5. INSTRUCTION: EXPECTATIONS AND POLICIES:  The district uses the 

analysis of student achievement data to develop policies and documents that express high 

expectations for student achievement, the employment of quality faculty and staff, and clear 

expectations of the use of effective instructional methods strategies and practices to teach all 

students. 

Preliminary Finding(s): 

• 	 In Cambridge, for the time under review, the district lacked a systemic, data-driven 

development of polices and documents that addressed high expectations for student 

achievement. 

• 	 Between 2000-2003, the district consistently implemented aggressive recruitment and 

retention practices to maintain consistency of staff. 

• 	 For the period under review, the district lacked consistency of instructional expectations and 

delivery of instruction in ELA in grades 3-12 and math in grades 9-12. 

Indicators: 
1. 	 The district has implemented instructional programs that: 

a. 	 are designed to meet the assessed needs of its students, and 

b. 	include the practices, resources and procedures needed to support the instructional 

programs. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: For the period under review, according to the DCAP, all schools were focused on 

literacy and math. Literacy and math coaches were hired to work directly with the schools to 

support teachers and improve instruction to general education students. Also, each school 

submitted a curriculum accommodation plan that was designed to meet the assessed needs of 

its students. As an example, the Baldwin School identified a significant number of middle 
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school students reading and writing below grade level. Their plan identified the need to 

provide professional development to staff around teaching and writing across subject areas 

and intensive literacy instruction for students who were not reading and writing on grade 

level. The interventions that were suggested were to identify struggling grade 5-8 readers, 

create pull out literacy class, and create co-teaching between middle grades literacy specialist 

and classroom teachers. Title I programs for the district include reading recovery, literacy 

groups for grades K-2 with Title I teacher, after-school and summer support programs. There 

was also a development in reading efficiency grade 3-8 students, which was a basic reading 

and writing strategies course. 

The grade K-2 early literacy program and Writing Workshop for grades K-12 was the 

primary focus in literacy. Administrators stated that they received significant training in 

Writing Workshop. The ELA curriculum coordinator also provided professional development 

in Writing Workshop. The grade 3-5 staff went to the Winter Institute at Lesley University to 

be trained in Writing Practice and Word Study strategies. These practices were implemented 

in the classroom. According to district administrators, elementary/middle schools were using 

the investigations curriculum (math) developed by TERC. Also, Everyday Math was used in 

grades K-2. 

An administrator stated that at the grades K-2 level numeracy assessments were given in 

Grade two. These assessments were given in the fall and spring. They were used to determine 

the strengths and weakness of the students. Math coaches were hired to assist staff with the 

investigations curriculum developed by TERC. The math coaches were assigned to assist 

staff in grades 3-5 and grades 6-8. Math coaches provided professional development for staff 

and model lessons in the classroom. Also, there were continuous conversations with 

principals about the math program. According to administrators, the MCAS test data was 

reviewed by subgroups. A review of that data revealed that it was the Hispanic-American and 

African-American population that improved their math scores.   

According to district administrators, new to the district in the 2003 school year were 

quarterly assessments. The quarterly assessments were used to inform instruction. According 
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to a district administrator, the district received a substantial five-year grant in science prior to 

the time under review. The grant provided enormous support in developing the science 

programs in grades K-12. In grades K-6, two to three science units were “hand delivered” to 

teachers. They were based on the National Science Foundation (NSF) standards and the 

district was working to align them with the frameworks. There were also units for grades 7 

and 8, which were given to teachers. At the high school, there were physics, chemistry, and 

biology units.  Teacher leaders/coaches at all levels assisted teachers with these units. 

Graduate students from Harvard and MIT assisted staff at the high school level. 

2. 	 Improving and/or sustaining student achievement is the shared responsibility of: 

the district, each of its schools, the students, their parents, and the community. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: Between 2000-2003, the district employed the following tier of administrators that 

shared the responsibility for improving and sustaining student achievement: a deputy 

superintendent of teaching/learning, an executive director responsible for curriculum 

development, an executive director student achievement and accountability, and an executive 

director of special education, curriculum chairs and grade K-12 coordinators. There were five 

deans of curriculum at the CRLS.  

Each school had a school improvement plan and a curriculum accommodation plan. The 

curriculum accommodation plans focused on literacy and math. The principals were 

responsible for the implementation of the plans with the support of the directors as stated 

above. Four designated district administrators reviewed each SIP. With the approval of the 

SIP, funds were budgeted for needs specifically stated in the SIP. The individual schools 

might hire personnel needed to improve student achievement. Some examples included: one 

school hired additional classroom paraprofessionals, another hired a literacy coach, and 

another school hired an assistant principal.  
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Students were expected to follow the codes of conduct of the school system and its rules and 

policies. They were also expected to attend school everyday, complete homework, and 

follow school-based rules. 

In the district policy manual, policy (IJOC) parents were recognized as important sources of 

support and expertise to enhance the instructional programs. Volunteer programs were 

coordinated in cooperation with building administrators. The general administration of the 

volunteer program was the responsibility of a director of volunteer services. The Cambridge 

School Volunteers was an agency that recruited, trained, placed and evaluated volunteers. 

(Cambridge Schools at a Glance)   

There was a Title I parent involvement policy.  The Title I sponsored parent workshops, as 

well as parent-child activities throughout the year. A monthly calendar was provided to 

parents with curriculum testing information, the MCAS testing tips, and book lists. 

In the district policy manual, policy (IJOC) parents, business representative, senior citizens, 

and other community volunteers were recognized as important sources of support and 

expertise to enhance the instructional program. According to district administrators, students 

who needed to make up course work were welcome to enroll in the Harvard Summer School. 

Also, Harvard extension courses were offered to high school students. The Harvard 

Extension Program was a program with a priority for seniors and juniors. The high school 

students could take Harvard Extension courses that were advanced beyond the level of high 

school courses and did not supplant courses that were offered at the high school. 

3. 	 The district has allocated sufficient instructional time in the core content areas to promote 

academic achievement and a level of proficiency for all students. Instructional time in each 

content area: 

a. 	 meets state requirements at each level, and 

b. 	meets the educational needs of students as determined through an analysis of student 

achievement data. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 
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Evidence: The district policy manual, policy (ID) stated that elementary schools operated 

180 days and received 900 hours of instruction. Secondary schools operated 180 days and 

students received 990 hours of instructed learning time. Sample teacher schedules were 

submitted. There was no evidence of a standard time allotment for subject areas. Schedules 

varied from teacher-to-teacher and grade level-to-grade level. The secondary school operated 

on 56-minute periods, with the exception of Tuesday, which was a five-period day. 

Instructional time in writing was increased and Writing Workshop professional development 

was provided in grades K-12. A district administrator stated that 60 minutes was the 

recommended time allotment for math. 

4. 	 The district employs highly qualified teachers, that are certified in the area(s) of their primary 

assignment or responsibility. 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence: The district policy manual, policy (GCF) stated that the district would attract, 

secure, and hold to the highest personnel for all professional positions.  In the school district 

certification survey, the following results were reported: the district employed 811 teachers 

of which 741 were certified and sixty were not certified. Of the sixty that were not certified, 

it was reported that some were waiting for certification or hold out-of-state certifications. 

There was no data as to how many were on waivers, waiting for certification, or hold out-of 

state certification. According to an administrator, the system software was upgraded and not 

all of the categories were in to retrieve the information just on waivers.  

However, a document was produced entitled “Progress Towards Highly Qualified 

Certification Status.” The document listed the name of the teacher or administrator and 

provided information on the date a waiver was granted, most recent re-certification date, 

reassignment, license application filed/pending, and warning letter if no progress on 

certification. According to this document, two out of eight teachers listed were on waivers, 

and 11 out of 16 administrators listed were on waivers. The document did not account for all 

of the sixty personnel who were not certified. There was no data as to how many teachers 
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were teaching out-of-field of certification for more than one period a day. It was stated that 

the data was irretrievable at time of the review. 

5. 	 District employment policies and practices identify, and encourage skilled, highly qualified 

personnel to be appointed to and remain in the district’s employ. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: The district policy manual, policy (GCF) stated that the district would attract, 

secure, and hold to the highest personnel for all professional positions. For building-based 

personnel, the principal was directed to establish a screening committee. The administrator 

had the final say, but it was expected that the screening committee’s input would be a factor 

in the decision. Policy (GCFE) stated that active advertising and recruitment be made 

through local radio, newspapers, community groups for all open jobs and civil service 

examinations to make all Cambridge residents aware of existing job opportunities. 

Announced job openings included background requirements and job applications procedure. 

According to the interviews with district administrators there was a district-level and site- 

based mentoring program that new teachers can access. This program supported 

professionals for three years. Also, the employee handbook outlined the process that new 

teachers would experience when hired. It stated that teachers would be part of an orientation 

process. A system-wide orientation was held for new teachers prior to the beginning of the 

school year. New Teacher Sessions were sponsored throughout the school year. The principal 

would assist them in ordering supplies, books, and materials. According to administrators, 

the district had a tuition reimbursement plan for educational courses. Up to $1,500 per 

teacher was available for course work. 
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Standard 6. ACCESS TO QUALITY EDUCATION PROGRAMS: District and school 

policies and practices require all faculty, staff and students to be in attendance.  Retention, 

suspension, transition management, and dropout prevention policies and programs encourage and 

support equitable participation in quality educational programs for all students. 

Preliminary Finding(s): 

• 	 In the Cambridge Public Schools, for the period under review, the district’s attendance 

polices and practices, as written and implemented, did not result in rates of student 

attendance that were comparable to the state’s attendance rates. 

Indicators: 

1. 	 District and school policies and practices require all staff and students to be in attendance. 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence: For the time period under review, the Cambridge Public Schools had policies on 

both student and staff attendance. Also, attendance policies were made available in the staff 

handbook and student handbooks. In direct conflict with these policies, the Cambridge Public 

Schools had a generous family leave and vacation practice. There was a family vacation 

travel practice that required parents to file an application for approval of the student absence. 

This application was submitted to the principal. Approved family vacations allow students to 

make up lost work with the support and cooperation of the professional staff. 

Administrators indicated the family vacation travel practice had a negative impact on student 

attendance. Parents also could request a “sabbatical” for student absences of a longer 

duration than a family vacation. Sabbaticals could be for periods that exceeded a month or 

more. In the opinion of administrators, sabbaticals had a negative impact on student 

achievement.  

District administrators indicated that attendance by staff was made part of the evaluation of 

the individual. Further, abuses by staff of the attendance policy were noted in the evaluation. 

Strategies and remediation action plans were developed with the individual in order to 
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resolve any attendance issues. Medical documentation was mandated by policy for absences 

of ten or more days and this documentation must be submitted to the human resources 

department.   

Student attendance policies at the high school, allow no more than four absences per marking 

period. Medical documentation was required from the parent if more than four absences 

occur. Students who were absent beyond the four days could get an AVF (a failure) for the 

marking period. There was an appeal process for students with extenuating circumstances. 

There was no time limit placed on when a student can file an appeal of an AVF. Attendance 

at the high school (2002 attendance: 90.6%) was below the state average for grades 9-12.   

At the elementary level a formal letter was sent to the parent after ten absences, however, 

administrators say that interventions start earlier. If there was a more serious issue, the 

district could file a CHINS petitions at the discretion of the court liaison. 

2. 	 The district has well-documented policies and practices that support equitable participation in 

quality educational programs for all students. The policies, procedures and practices address: 

a. transition management, 

b. dropout prevention. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: The district administrators recognized the need to help students’ transition from 

Grade 8 to the high school experience. In the fall of the Grade 8 experience administrators 

from the high school visited the eighth grades in each school. They explained the 

expectations and answered any questions the eighth graders might have.    

In December, parents were invited to the high school orientation night. Administrators gave a 

formal presentation and information about the high school. After the orientation, small 

clusters of staff and parents met in dialogue groups. The high school was organized on the 

basis of five small learning communities (SLC) on grades 9-12 vertical articulation. In 

February an SLC assignment was given to each student. The assignment was based on a 

balanced and random distribution. The SLCs were grades 9-12 and heterogeneous. 
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Administrators stated that placement was determined by the following: Stanford 9 test 

results, achievement, balanced minority against non-minority, socio-economic factors, such 

as FRL and special education. The ELL students were in one SLC, however in 2002-2003 

that was changed and they were assigned to three schools.  

In addition to the orientation night, there was a dinner night, and eighth graders might elect to 

shadow a high school student for a typical day. Teacher Assistant Teams (TAT) provided 

support to teachers as they developed a proactive intervention plan for at-risk students who 

might become dropouts. The team insured that the needs of the students were identified and 

that an array of intervention strategies was implemented. The TAT was supported through 

consultation with a curriculum specialist, a behavioral specialist, and outreach counselors. 

District administrators also stated that contact was made with the family. A home visit might 

be made by the school’s social worker. Potential dropouts exhibiting at-risk tendencies might 

be placed in the Challenge Preparatory Academy. The Challenge Preparatory Academy was 

an off-site alternative placement for students in general education program. In 2003, 25 

students were assigned to this alternative program. 

For students who had dropped out, there was the community learning center (CLC). It had 

two tracks wherein students might earn a high school diploma or a GED. Specific high 

school course prerequisites were required if students wished to pursue a diploma from the 

CLC. Another program, “Just A Start” was available to students for potential dropouts. The 

minimum age for this program was seventeen. The Cambridge Public Schools had a policy to 

educate students until age twenty-two. Therefore, students who did not successfully complete 

the grade 9-12 program with their peer group might elect to return at age 17 to the Just-A-

Start program. There was a Welcome Back program for those dropouts who decide to return.  

The high school made provisions for teenage mothers who had not completed their high 

school education. Female students might continue to attend school during their period of 
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pregnancy. Further, the high school provided child care programs for students who gave 

birth, and who wished to continue with their grade 9-12 education. 

3. 	 The district has well-documented policies and practices that support equitable participation in 

quality educational programs for all students that address: 

a. 	 high expectations for all students, 

b. 	 participation in challenging courses, 

c. 	 support for students to remain in and succeed in quality programs, and 

d. 	 equitable participation in advanced and AP-type courses. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: According to the mission statement of the school system’s district improvement 

plan (DIP), Cambridge would be the first diverse urban school system to work with families 

and the community to successfully educate all of its students at high levels. At the high 

school, the Cambridge Public Schools listed Advanced Placement (AP) courses for all 

content areas. Under the period of review, the grade K-8 schools relied on the school 

improvement plan to articulate the mission of the school system to provide programs to all 

students at high levels. 

The International Student and Family Center was designed to promote full and equal access 

to programs and services of Cambridge Rindge & Latin School for all students and families 

whose first language was not English. The International Student and Family Center was 

under the direction of a teacher-in-charge. This official’s responsibilities included 

disaggregating and analyzing student achievement data for all ELLs. These responsibilities 

were extended to ELL students in the grade K-8 program, as well as at the high school.  In 

2003, there were no Cambridge ELL students enrolled in AP courses.  However, according to 

district administrators, during the period under review an ELL Asian-American student had 

been placed in the advanced calculus course.     

According to the charge of the International Student and Family Center, guidance counselors, 

teachers and administrators monitored closely ELL students’ academic progress and 
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adjustment to life at school and in the community. Further, the staff of the International 

Student and Family Center provided academic and personal support to ELL students. The 

International Student and Family Center established partnerships with community agencies 

and volunteers to enrich educational opportunities for ELL students. Among the community 

agencies involved in these partnerships were: the South Asian Monitoring and Tutoring 

Association (SAMTA) and the Amistad Program, which provided seminars, evening classes 

and support in meetings with school officials.  

According to district administrators, student achievement within the special education 

population was disaggregated and analyzed on an on-going basis. According to district 

administrators, special education students with the intellectual capacity to be assigned to 

advanced placement classes were given the necessary support to be successful. Specific 

reference was made to special education students diagnosed as bipolar, Asperger’s 

Syndrome, and Oppositional Defiant Disorder. A support services offered to special 

education students to ensure success in more challenging courses included a volunteer who 

was capable of tutoring the student. In 2003, there was an identified special education student 

with an IEP that placed the student in an advanced placement science class. According to a 

district administrator, while the student could successfully cope with the challenging course 

materials, the student had severe emotional difficulty accomplishing the routine homework 

assignments. 

4. 	 The district has well-documented policies and practices that respond to student behavior and 

support student needs in an equitable manner. The policies, procedures, and practices address 

issues in the areas of discipline, retention, suspension, and exclusion. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: For the time under review, there were policies within the school committee policy 

book and individual school handbooks on retention, suspension and exclusion. The current 

retention policy required, among other interventions, a meeting between the school and the 

parent. At this meeting, school officials presented documentation and support for a 

recommendation on student retention. Regardless of the documentation and supportive 
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evidence presented by the school, the parent retained the final decision concerning their 

child’s retention. According to district administrators, very few students were retained in 

grades K-8. 

At the Kindergarten level, students entered a two-year program. Students who met the age 

requirement might enter first grade after one-year. Students who entered Kindergarten at age 

4.5 might remain at that grade level for two years if the student did not meet the minimum 

age requirement. For students who have met the minimum age requirement to move on to 

first grade, there was an appeal process to have the student remain in the Kindergarten for a 

second year. 

According to district administrators, students at the high school who lacked sufficient credits 

to be promoted to the next grade might make up course credits during the summer. Students 

had the opportunity to attend the Harvard Summer Academy to make up the work. The 

summer program was extended to ELL students as well. At least 400 students took advantage 

of this summer program.   

According to district administrators, discipline was school-based under the leadership of the 

school principal in grades K-8 and under the leadership of the deans in the Small Learning 

Communities of grades 9-12. The school district employed five system-wide behavioral 

specialists. Principals could call the central administration for behavioral specialist on a need 

basis. However, behavioral specialists were used on a shared basis among all the schools. 

Routine discipline was addressed at the local school levels. Habitual discipline problems 

were brought to the Teacher Assistant Teams (TATs) for strategies and remediation, 

according to district administrators. District administrators conceded that discipline tolerance 

might vary from school-to-school. Interventions at all levels of the school system included 

contact with parents concerning serious disciplinary problems. According to administrators, 

social workers and local community agencies were used as interventions when and where 

appropriate. Principals in each of the schools contracted with community-based agencies to 

offer support, guidance, and therapy directed toward students exhibiting serious disciplinary 
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problems. According to district administrators, the lack of success with disciplinary 

interventions might result in a placement in a local area tuition-based program. 

The suspension and exclusion policies and procedures were clearly written in the grade K-8 

and 9-12 student handbooks. These handbooks were given to each student in the district. The 

back page of the grade K-8 handbook contained a parent and student agreement page. This 

page required a student and parent’s signature to acknowledge that they had received a copy 

of the handbook, reviewed its contents, understand the codes of conduct, discrimination laws, 

and other school rules and policies. Also, the agreement included that students attended 

school regularly, completed homework, and followed the codes of conduct and school-based 

rules. There was no parent and student agreement page in the grade 9-12 handbook.   

The principal or his/her designee conducted the suspension of students. Extenuating 

circumstances received consideration before a decision on suspension was made. Principals 

might suspend a student from school for a period of one-to-ten days. Also, according to 

district administrators, every principal had an administrative procedural manual provided by 

the special education department. The administrative procedural manual contained the rules 

and regulations in disciplining students with disabilities. Administrators were provided 

professional development with regard to the laws and procedures in disciplining special 

education students. 

According to documents provided by the Cambridge school department, the Cambridge 

Public schools made every effort to help students solve conduct problems without resorting 

to extreme disciplinary measures. However, these documents noted that whenever behavior 

was disruptive to the school, harmful to the individual student, or others, or engaged in 

activity forbidden by the laws of Massachusetts then a removal from the school might be 

warranted. In interviews with administrators, data was provided that decisions related to 

exclusions were to be initiated by the principal elementary/middle schools and by the deans 

of the small learning communities in the high school. Exclusions were defined as a 

disciplinary removal of a student from the school for a period of more than ten days. 

Exclusions as a result of violations of Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 71, Section 37H 
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and Section 37 H1/2 were made by the principal or deans. In each instance, a hearing must be 

held to give the student and parents an opportunity to be heard prior to a decision for 

expulsion. There was a student grievance process detailed within the handbooks in each of 

the schools, which allowed for parents and students to appeal a decision for expulsion to the 

superintendent of schools. A request for appeal must be made in writing to the superintendent 

of schools. The appropriate personnel in the school department under a quasi-judicial format 

held hearings relative to expulsions and appeals. Students and parents had a right to legal 

counsel or other representation at the expulsion and appeal hearings.   

5. 	 The district has policies and programs in place to address the needs of transient or mobile 

students. These policies, and programs promote transient student involvement in high quality 

and challenging programs. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: According to documents submitted prior to the on-site review, students defined as 

mobile or transient were referred to the Cambridge Public School’s Family Resource Center 

located at the high school. The center housed the district’s registration and assignment office. 

The center placed mobile or transient student in a setting to access educational opportunities 

consistent with the student’s needs. Further, the center assisted students and their families 

who were in need of services related to parenting and housing. At the high school, “Ahora: 

Bridge to the Future” was a bilingual, multicultural youth enrichment program geared to the 

Hispanic-American population. The program provided tutoring, individual and group 

counseling, higher education and job counseling, recreation, and cultural activities.   

The center did testing, placement, and orientation of new students in cooperation with the 

family resource center. On-going monitoring and support of students’ academic progress and 

adjustment to life in the United States was also provided. The center provided informational 

programs and evening classes for international families. There were also after-school student 

skill classes in math, ESL, preparation for MCAS, SAT, ELL, and TOEFL testing. The 

district had policies and programs in-place to meet the needs of transient and mobile student 

populations. 
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6. 	The district has policies and practices that assign faculty to students and courses that 

maximize all faculty talents and skills and  promote high levels of student achievement. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: Given the low enrollment of most of the grade K-8 schools, the option to assign 

students based upon teaching and learning styles was not readily available. Therefore, 

teaching and learning styles were not matched when assigning students. However, the 

intervention of Teacher Assistant Teams could change a student placement.  A primary factor 

with regard to the placement of students was the students’ attendance area. More recently, 

district administrators indicated that student assignments were made on the basis of balancing 

numbers of FRL as the first priority.   

At the high school, the students were placed in the small learning communities. The 

placement was based on a balanced and random distribution. With the exception of students 

on Individual Student Success Plans, there were no attempts to match teaching and learning 

styles in grades 9-12. Students who failed the MCAS test were placed on the ISSPs. The 

ISSPs could employ a strategy of aligning teacher style and learning styles. Administrators 

stated that placement in grades 9-12 was determined by the following: Stanford 9 test results, 

achievement, balanced minority against non-minority, socio-economic factors, such as FRL, 

special education and student needs. The ELL students were in one SLC. However, in 2002

2003 that was changed and they were assigned to three schools.  
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Standard 7. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING: The district has 

adopted and implemented a Professional Development Plan developed through the analyses of 

data for all administrators, teachers, and other professional staff, paraprofessionals and teacher 

assistants, and professional support teams.  

Preliminary Finding(s): 

• 	 Between 2000-2003, in Cambridge, the district lacked a comprehensive professional 

development plan that articulated data analysis skills and accommodations for diverse 

learning needs as district-wide initiatives. 

Indicators: 
1. 	The district ensures that every school in the district has identified its professional 

development needs.  The district has developed and implemented a professional 

development plan to address these identified needs for all: 

a. principals,

b. teachers, and 

c. 	 other professional staff, including paraprofessionals and teacher assistants. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: The documents submitted prior to the on-site review indicated that the district had 

an electronic system to track professional development. Documents indicated that all 

professional staff, including principals, had access to annual course reimbursement of 

$1,500. District interviewees indicated that all principals were invited to a summer institute 

for one week each summer. The superintendent held bi-monthly meetings with principals and 

district administrators for two hours on alternating Fridays. The district also purchased for its 

principals memberships to the Leader’s Network at Harvard. 

Documents submitted prior to the on-site portion of the review indicated that the district 

tracked teachers’ selections and professional development points (PDPs) electronically. 

Teachers had access to $1,500 in course reimbursements per year. District interviewees 

reported that principals held professional development in-services for two days prior to the 

start of school each year, offerings were determined based on the needs identified in each 
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individual school improvement plan. In addition, each school received approximately twenty 

dollars ($20.00) per student in professional development funds that were site-based. 

Paraprofessionals were also invited and encouraged to take part in these professional 

development opportunities. Interviewees indicated that for the past two years, the focus of 

professional development was on inclusion, literacy, and numeracy, especially at grades K-2. 

District interviewees indicated that over the past two years the focus of professional 

development had shifted from district-based to school based and was specific to each 

particular site. The district, according to interviewees, continued to plan professional 

development activities for all staff in content areas, such as math, science, ELA in grades K-2 

and 3-5, visual arts, physical education, world languages, and technology. District 

interviewees indicated that participation in the district-wide professional development was at 

the discretion of each principal. For the time under review, there were times when principals 

elected not to participate in a district initiative. 

Interviewees indicated that some district-wide opportunities for professional development 

were provided by the special education department’s budget and included the following: 

practices for inclusion, Wilson Training in reading, and Orton-Gillingham training. Further, 

opportunities were provided to all teachers in ESL/technology certification and MELA-O 

training by Title III or university collaborations with the University of Massachusetts-Boston, 

Lesley University, and Harvard University. 

Interviewees reported that for the majority of the time under review the district had an office 

of professional development that has since been eliminated. A lead paraprofessional works 

with the teachers’ association membership to disseminate No Child left Behind  (NCLB) 

expectations of “highly qualified staff” to paraprofessionals. Paraprofessionals and teachers 

were equally invited to take advantage of the school-based professional development 

offerings, which were voluntary. These opportunities were aligned with individual school 

improvement plans and listed in the DCAP, school-by-school. 
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2. 	The district updates its Professional Development Plan annually and sets forth a 

budget for professional development within the confines of the foundation budget. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: For the period under review, interviewees indicated that the majority of 

professional development opportunities had shifted to school-site based plans and budgets. 

This was evident in the DCAP, which compiled what plans existed for the year school-by- 

school based on the MCAS test scores and local student performance data collected at each 

school site. Professional development funds at each school site were supplemented by both 

Title I and grant funds. District interviewees indicted that funds from professional 

development are adequate to meet the needs of the district. For the period under review, the 

district provided adequate levels of funding for its professional development. 

3. 	 The district’s Professional Development program is informed by the following: 

a. 	analysis of student assessment data disaggregated by student subgroup 


populations, 


b. 	 evaluation results of programs and services, and 

c. evaluations of professional staff and administrators. 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence: Interviewees and a review of individual school reports included in the DCAP 

revealed that all schools have participated in professional development in the analysis of 

data. According to district interviews, four years ago a consultant was hired to provide 

administrative training in analyzing data (“Delving into Data”). As a result of this training, 

principals and two-to-three teachers in each school formed individual data analysis teams at 

each school site. Since the position of the executive director for professional development 

was eliminated in 2003, the district’s grade K-12 curriculum personnel now supported 

school-based teams. These teams presented local and the MCAS test data into charts and 

analyzed the needs of student populations at each school site. A half-time district 

administrator currently assisted principals and school data teams in the use of TestWiz to 

analyze test scores and to create Individual Student Success Plans. According to district 
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interviews, the process of analyzing student assessment data disaggregated by student 

subgroups was in the beginning stages. 

According to district interviews, evaluation results of programs and services was inconsistent 

from school-to-school and grade-to-grade with the exception of special education, grade K-2 

early literacy, and some math at some levels. For example, a survey of grade K-12 progress 

in math was administered last spring. The district, however, at the time of on-site review had 

yet to compile and distribute the results. Title I surveys were administered to parents and 

caregivers each year, but the survey did not constitute a comprehensive review of the 

program. According to district interviews, a consistent formula for funding student support 

was used across the district. Support funds were also supplemented through Title I funds and 

independent grants. According to district interviews, professional development was planned 

at each base and connected to initiatives identified in each school’s improvement plan. The 

district was in the beginning stages of consistently using student assessment data, most of the 

regular education programs were not evaluated, and professional staff and administrative 

evaluations were not done consistently enough to yield reliable data. 

4. 	 The district’s Professional Development programs include training in the teaching of 

the curriculum frameworks, participatory decision-making, community and parental 

involvement, and other skills required for the effective implementation of education 

reform. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: In the period under review, according to district administrators, principals 

provided the training for school site councils in participatory decision-making. Other parental 

training was offered district-wide through the family resource center, which also provided 

parent liaisons who conduct family outreach. In addition, some school sites use site-based 

funds to contract with community agencies to provide support and training to students, as 

well as their families. The district distributed copies of the state curriculum frameworks as 

they became available teachers were provided training in how to use them to plan instruction. 

District interviewees indicated that for the latter period of the time under review, the district 
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developed student “Learning Expectations” that were aligned with the state curriculum 

frameworks. 

5. 	The district’s Professional Development Plan and programs include: data analysis 

skills for staff, accommodations for diverse styles of learning, and are aligned with 

the District Curriculum Accommodation Plan. 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence: Indicated in the documents reviewed prior to the on-site, the DCAP was a 

compilation of school-based initiatives. Interviews with grade K-8 principals indicated that 

these included some analysis of data and plans for individual school’s plans for professional 

development that principals believe was important to either meeting the needs of the theme 

of their schools, as indicated in the SIP, or supporting the needs of the student population at 

each school site. With respect to accommodating for diverse learning styles, all elementary 

schools used: Everyday Math in grades K-2, TERC Investigations in grades 3-5, and 

Connected Math Program in grades 6-8. The special education department supported both 

professional development at the school level and district initiatives: inclusion practices and 

co-teaching models. 

District administrators acknowledged that the professional development in the district was 

driven by site-based needs and the DCAP, as a document, articulated the services provided at 

the building level. The district lacked a comprehensive professional development plan that 

articulated data analysis skills and accommodations for diverse learning needs as district-

wide initiatives. 

6. 	 Administrators and Teachers advance their knowledge and skills on a regular basis by 

enrolling in courses that are directly related to their professional assignments. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: District interviewees indicated that $1,500 in tuition reimbursement for course 

work was offered annually to each district teacher and administrator. There was a formal 

process for application, and courses must be aligned with goals identified in individual 
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professional development plan and school improvement plans. Due to the fact that the district 

had many student teachers from local colleges and universities, there were also over 300 

vouchers available for the district staff for coursework offered at participating university 

and/or college sites. 

District interviewees articulated that the goals from their individual school improvement 

plans were stated as goals in the individual professional development plans. Principals 

periodically reviewed individual plans, at least every two-years. The principals reported that 

when they conducted summative evaluations, they had the option of recommending 

particular professional development.   

7. 	 The district’s Professional Development Plan is implemented to address and sustain 

the goals identified in the District Improvement Plan and individual School 

Improvement Plans. 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence: At the time of the on-site review, the district had no formal district professional 

development plan as a stand alone document. However, district-wide initiatives for 

professional development were listed annually in the district improvement plan and 

individual school improvement plans. Professional development in the district was a mixture 

of mandated (two days before school; six half days, and 35 contracted hours) and voluntary 

(some of which was compensated with a stipend). Professional development was clearly 

connected to school-site goals. However, school site goals varied considerably from school-

to-school. 
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Domain C: Student Academic Support Services 

Standards    Indicators  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total 
Domain C - Academic Support Services 
S8 - Academic Support Services 

Excellent 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A 0 
Satisfactory 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 N/A 2 
Poor 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 N/A 5 
Unsatisfactory 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A 0 

Standard 8. STUDENT ACADEMIC SUPPORT SERVICES: The district provides 

appropriate academic support services in ELA, math, and other core content areas for students 

that are not meeting state performance expectations.  The district engages in a comprehensive 

analysis of the results from student performance assessments and student needs in order to 

determine the content and scope of academic support services that are offered. 

Preliminary Finding(s): 

• 	 In Cambridge, on the most recent MCAS Grade 3 Reading test, only 50% of the third grade 

students in the district were at the proficient level, a rate lower than the state average. 

• 	 For the period of time under review, there was little district-wide consistency in the support 

services offered by the district, and Individual Student Success Plans (ISSPs), although 

similar in format, indicated a wide range of expertise in the actual development. 

Indicators: 

1. 	 The district has adopted and is implementing a District Curriculum Accommodation 

Plan (DCAP), which may be a component of the District Improvement Plan (DIP), to 

assist principals in ensuring that all efforts have been made to meet students’ needs in 

regular education. 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence: In Cambridge, during the period under examination, the district had a district 

curriculum accommodation plan (DCAP) that included the range of services that were 

provided at each individual school site. These plans assisted principals in identifying the 

services that the district offered to meet the needs of the students. Part of the DCAP, 
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according to a review of the document and interviews with district personnel, identified 

behavioral concerns and social-emotional needs to support inclusion. The document also 

identified the function of the district’s teacher assistance teams (TATs), behavioral 

observations, written functional behavior plans, and professional development.     

Interviewees indicated that the district, in collaboration with Leslie College, was using the 

Internet for academic support and trained paraprofessionals, regular teachers, and special 

education teachers in the use of LEXIA software (a program used to provide support to 

students with difficulties in reading and writing). Further, the DCAP identified an on-going 

program to certify teachers in ESL and provide professional development in strategies that 

supported ELL in the classroom, particularly the SIOP (a sheltered English immersion 

model) model and the Amistad program (a summer program for the MCAS test). The same 

program contained instructional technology. In addition, the DCAP identified differentiated 

strategies for foreign language instruction and Bridges to Success (a social skills program). 

The district also offered training in the MELA-O to all teachers to enable them to assess and 

further understand the complexities involved with English language learners. In sum, 

because the DCAP represented programs and services that were available at individual 

schools and not district-wide, there were inconsistencies of services and programs provided 

by the district. 

2. 	 The district has a DCAP that is designed to assist the regular classroom teacher in: 

a. 	 analyzing and accommodating diverse learning styles of all students in the regular 


classroom, and 


b. 	 providing appropriate services and support within the regular education program. 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence: In Cambridge, district interviewees reported that for the majority of time under 

review, the district had some inclusion practices and some co-teaching models at various 

school sites and at different grade levels. The DCAP that was submitted to the EQA, as part 

of the district’s documentation prior to the on-site portion of the review, did not contain any 

plans for student academic support services that were consistent across the district. 
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3. 	 Components of the DCAP include the following: 

a. 	 direct and systematic instruction in reading; 

b. 	 provision of services to address the needs of students whose behavior may interfere with 

learning; 

c. 	 provisions encouraging teacher mentoring and collaboration and parental involvement; 

and 

d. 	 assistance to classroom teachers, such as professional development, to help them analyze 

and accommodate the needs of students. 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence:  In Cambridge, according to the interviews with district administrators, there was 

little evidence that direct and systemic instruction in reading was occurring in classrooms 

above Grade 2. Instructional models, teaching practices, ELA blocks for instruction and 

instructional materials in classrooms, varied greatly from school-to-school. 

The provisioning of services to address the needs of students whose behavior might have 

interfered with learning was inconsistent, with the exception of district-wide professional 

development opportunities and some staffing provided by the special education budget. The 

newest elementary principal to the district oversaw a special education behavioral program 

for boys in grades 7 and 8. All schools did not have this same program. According to 

interviews with principals, many schools contracted with community health centers to 

provide behavioral supports and financed them through school-based budgets. 

According to an analysis of a print out of the Electronic Register On-line Program for 

professional development, there was both a district level and site-based mentoring program 

that new teachers could access. This program supported professional status teachers for three 

years. According to principals, a focus on school-based professional development helped to 

deepen the collaboration within schools.   

Parents were named as participants in some of the school-based accommodation plans in the 

DCAP. There were both site-based and school-based opportunities for professional 
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development opportunities and grade K-12 curriculum support staff to help teachers and 

principals analyze and accommodate the needs of students. There was a wide-range of 

professional development opportunities, most of which were voluntary, but were well 

funded. According to the teachers’ contract, teachers participated in two half-days for district 

in-service and four half days for school-based in-service. Two whole days before the start of 

school was dedicated school site-based in-service. 

4. 	The district engages in a formal, comprehensive analysis of the results from student 

performance assessments and student needs to determine the content and scope of academic 

support services that are offered. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: According to the district interviews, district leadership worked with the teachers’ 

union leadership to prepare their teachers in analyzing student data. Four years ago, the 

district hired a consultant (Delving into Data) who did in-service workshops with principals 

and began data teams in each school. Ongoing professional development in data analysis 

continued with the help of district administrators and through collaborations with programs 

from the DOE (Turn Around and PIM process). According to district interviews, the grade 

K-12 administrative teams provided a supportive role to school site-based teams who did the 

bulk of the data analysis. Together the school administration and site-based teams planned 

and wrote the school improvement plans. 

5. 	 Beginning at the Kindergarten level, the district uses data available from classroom teachers 

and standardized tests to*: 

a. 	 identify all students who are not meeting grade-level performance expectations; and 

b. 	 provide these students with sufficient supplementary and/or remedial services. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: According to district interviews, teachers in grade K-2 used results from formal 

and informal assessments to identify students who were not meeting grade level standards. 

Using a well-defined grade K-2 elementary literacy assessment, teachers could have 

identified students who were not meeting grade level standards by using benchmarks. 
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Teachers worked with the Lesley Literacy Collaborative to develop this process systemically 

across all schools in grades K-2. A document review confirmed this as a diagnostic and 

remedial tool in Cambridge. Using this model, district administrators helped teachers and 

principals develop a similar model in numeracy from grades K-2. According to district 

interviews, examples of providing supplementary services based on this data were: 1) all 

Grade 1 classes shared a .5 reading recovery teacher and 2) at Grade 2, a longer ELA block-

expanded time was spent on writing and benchmarks. 

In the period under examination, administrators relied primarily on the Stanford 9 test and 

the MCAS test data from grades 3-10 to identify under-performing students. As of 2002

2003, usage of the Stanford 9 test was discontinued because administrators thought it was not 

a good predictor or informative enough with respect to performance on the MCAS test. 

District administrators used TestWiz to manage data analysis, but only within 2003. Prior to 

that time, data analysis was done either using Excel or by hand at the district level and then 

disseminated to principals. In addition, some schools supplemented this standardized testing 

with the Developmental Reading Assessment, and specific testing in special education. All of 

this information was used to create student ISSPs at the school level. Then, based on the 

extent and nature of remedial services needed in the ISSPs, specific programs were 

developed at the school-based level. These programs supported student achievement, such as 

tutorial and ‘push-in’ programs during the school day and after-school programs and 

Saturday programs, or tutorial programs after the school day. The district was currently in the 

process of developing quarterly exams in ELA, math and other core content areas subjects in 

grades 4 to 12, to add local information that informed instructional practice. 

6. 	 Early intervention reading programs are provided at the primary level to ensure that by the 

end of Grade 3 students are reading at the Proficiency level on the MCAS test. * 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence: In the Cambridge Public Schools, using a locally developed grade K-2 elementary 

literacy assessment, teachers could have identified students who were not meeting grade 

level standards by using a system of progressive benchmarks as students developed literacy 
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and numeracy in grades K-2. Since students could have entered full-time Kindergarten at the 

age of 4.5 years, many students stayed a second year in Kindergarten. Many teachers have 

worked with the Lesley Literacy Collaborative to develop this process systemically across all 

schools in grades K-2 and have had district-based or school site training. The document 

review confirmed that this assessment/program was an organized tool that tied diagnosis and 

instruction together in classrooms. The district interviews confirmed that it was used in every 

school in grades K-2. In addition, paraprofessionals were employed in every grade K-2 

classroom, primary classrooms were limited to 20 students by teacher contract (which was in 

effect during the period under review) and each pair of first-grade classrooms shared a .5 

reading recovery teacher between them. Despite all of this additional student academic 

support, only 50% of the Grade 3 students in the Cambridge school district were at the 

proficiency level on the 2003 MCAS Reading test at Grade 3, when compared to 63.1% of 

students across the state scoring at the proficiency level at Grade 3. 

7. 	 The district develops Student Success Plans for all students who qualify for them, and the 

Plans contain the components required by statute. 

*These indicators are not applicable to secondary and vocational schools and  districts. 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence:  Interviewees in the Cambridge Public Schools reported that the development of 

ISSPs lacked consistency until the 2002-2003 school year. A review of the district’s 

documentation confirmed that a consistent form was in use at the time of the on-site review. 

The ISSPs contained the components required by statute. Interviewees reported that there 

remained a great deal of variance in the proficiency levels of principals or their designees in 

using TestWiz to develop ISSPs, but at least one person in each school was trained in its use. 

At some schools, for example, TestWiz was still not used to import data, rather data was 

transcribed by hand. According to interviews with principals, at some schools all students 

had an ISSP, whether or not it was required by state statute, since all schools were using 

portfolio review. 
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Domain D: Leadership and Governance 

 Indicators  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
D

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 5 
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Standards Total 
omain D - Leadership, Governance, & Organization 

S9 - Organizational Leadership:  Direction, 
Goal Setting, Policies & Planning 
Excellent 
Satisfactory 
Poor 
Unsatisfactory 

S10 - Organizational & Human Resource 
Management 
Excellent 
Satisfactory 
Poor 
Unsatisfactory 

Standard 9. ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP: DIRECTION, GOAL SETTING, 

POLICIES AND PLANNING: The district and each of its schools and programs implement 

improvement plans that are based on the analysis of recent and long-range student performance 

data. The district provides and maintains thorough, complete, and informative documentation on 

past and current initiatives, practices, policies, procedures, and achievements of the district and 

its students. District leaders provide clear direction for student, school, and district performance.   

Implementation of improvement plans is consistently assessed and modified based on ongoing 

analyses of student achievement data. 

Preliminary Finding(s): 

• 	 In the Cambridge Public Schools, during the period under review, the superintendent of 

schools was not certified and made no attempt to become certified.  

• 	 In Cambridge, the district improvement plan (DIP) did not include participation by members 

of the school committee. 

• 	 Between 2000-2003, the Cambridge School Committee did not adopt the district 
improvement plan. 
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Indicators: 
1. 	 The district provides and maintains thorough, complete, and informative documentation on 

past and current initiatives, practices, policies, procedures, and achievements of the district 

and its students. This documentation is accessible and well organized. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: The district had a comprehensive, codified, and complete set of district policies, 

which were current. The district’s school committee reviewed school committee policies 

annually. The current superintendent, new to the district in August 2003, indicated that since 

August there have been “substantive” changes in policies. The superintendent indicated that 

there were approximately six new polices since August, many of which dealt with the roles 

of the superintendent and the school committee and dealt with operations, procedures, and 

guidelines. Recently, the district developed a policy on retention and promotion that involved 

work with the school councils, as well as a review of past policies and meetings with 

principals. 

2. 	 The District Improvement Plan (DIP) incorporates the district’s vision and mission statement, 

and the analysis of student achievement data drives the development, implementation, and 

modification of educational programs, services, and practices. 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence: The district improvement plan incorporated the district’s mission and vision 

statement. In September of 2001, the Cambridge Public Schools office of student 

achievement and accountability and the office of development and assessment initiated the 

process to develop a new DIP. The plan set incremental objectives for implementation for the 

2001-2002 and 2002-2003 school years. The DIP planning committee included parents and 

caregivers, principals, curriculum leaders, the district’s teachers’ association, community 

organizations, and the school department’s management team. However, representation from 

the school committee was not included. 

Meetings were held two to three times monthly through December 2001, the facilitators of 

these meetings were the executive director and director of student achievement and 
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accountability and the director of development and assessment. Facilitators were also 

responsible for conducting outreach through presentations and the soliciting of additional 

information and input from the school committee, school council chairs, teachers, high 

school deans, and principals. When the plan was presented to the school committee, the 

school committee failed to act on it, because they had no direct participation in its 

development.  

In August of 2003, the current superintendent reviewed the document with the district 

cabinet, principals, and assistant principals. Meetings between the current superintendent and 

school committee yielded more focused goals, and reduced the number from eleven to four. 

An executive group representing the teachers’ association and the district leadership came to 

“significant agreement” regarding both the necessity and the strategies used to close the 

achievement gap. This process resulted in new district goals that were developed with input 

from the school committee and distributed to every site. The district’s current district 

improvement plan, however, was developed with a broad base of community stakeholders’ 

involvement, including the Friends of Cambridge Athletics and the National Association for 

the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP).   

The current district improvement plan was more focused and specific and included four 

overarching goals: 1) focus and align school improvement and individual department goals to 

raise achievement for all students and to close the achievement gap; 2) more fully develop 

the system for evaluation of student learning and personnel; 3) support the high school 

principal to strengthen the Cambridge Rindge & Latin School (CRLS) educational 

community towards a goal of student achievement and safety comparable to the top urban 

schools in the state and nation; and 4) establish a data-base system to provide the information 

necessary to measure the achievement gap and support better decision-making. 
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3. 	 The School Improvement Plan (SIP) for every school is aligned with the district’s mission 

statement, and the analysis of student achievement data drives the development, 

implementation, and modification of educational programs, services, and practices. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: For the period of time under review, the school improvement plans were aligned 

with the mission and vision articulated in the district improvement plan. Each individual 

school improvement plan had to reflect a commitment to two system-wide initiatives: grade 

K-12 literacy and the TERC math program. All other areas of the school improvement plans 

were data-driven by the individual school assessment data. The office of student achievement 

and accountability reviewed school improvement plans to ensure that the budget allocations 

assigned to specific activities within each plan were aligned with the student achievement 

data from each individual site. If plans did not evidence a clear connection between the 

student achievement data and the funding for specific improvement initiatives and funding, 

the principal was required to revise the plan accordingly. 

4. 	 District leaders monitor student achievement data throughout the year, considering the goals 

identified in the DIP and individual SIPs and implements programs, policies, and services 

that are most likely to result in improved student achievement. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: District administrators reported that for the time under review a district-level 

resource office provided assistance to principals in analyzing student achievement data by 

individual schools. Interviewees reported that principals at each building received periodic 

training in data analyses. As student assessment data came into central office, the district 

offered workshops in data analysis. Further, the central function of the office of Student 

Assessment and Accountability (SAA), according to interviewees, was to gather student 

assessment data and perform analyses. The current superintendent considered principal 

meetings as training opportunities. 
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One of the district’s schools, the Kennedy Middle School, was involved in the DOE’s Turn 

Around process. The school split into two schools, the Amigos School and the Kennedy 

Middle School. Both schools attended the DOE’s training sessions and were involved in the 

DOE’s Performance Improvement Mapping (PIM) process. District interviewees indicated 

that the district was reviewing the components of the PIM process to determine which ones 

would have application as a district model to be used by all schools in the individual school 

improvement planning process.  

District interviewees indicated that progress on district and school goals was reported to 

stakeholders through public presentations by principals and teams from their respective 

schools at school committee meetings, which were broadcasted throughout the district. 

Annually, the district reviewed benchmark performance data by group, socio-economic level, 

gender, and ethnicity. District interviewees, when questioned about the achievement gap for 

many of the district’s subgroup populations acknowledged that their minority students were 

not “doing as well as we’d hoped,” although district reading scores for Grade 3 had shown 

some improvement over the past 2-3 years.    

Interviewees indicated that they had “looked at data and believed that one of the reasons for 

the disparity in student achievement was due to a degree of transience in the population.” 

“Lack of focus” in the past was also offered as a possible reason for the disparity in student 

achievement. For the majority of time under review, according to district administrators, the 

district lacked the combination of assessments, feedback, and benchmarks. The district 

recently developed quarterly assessments, connected to the state curriculum frameworks, 

were designed to be administered four times a year within a two-week period and scored at 

the school level.  The results were shared at grade level meetings. 
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5. 	 All of the district’s administrators are appropriately certified. 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence: For the time under review, not all of the district’s administrators were certified 

appropriately for the jobs that they held. For example, the former superintendent did not hold 

certification as a superintendent. In documentation submitted prior to the on-site review, the 

district cited that forty-seven of the sixty-three administrators were certified for the positions 

that they held, and sixteen were on waivers or working with the DOE to satisfy certification 

requirements. District interviewees indicated that under the current administration, the 

district would not hire anyone without appropriate certification. Interviewees indicated that 

for the time under review, the school committee wanted to pursue certification and waivers, 

but the process was slow and cumbersome. 

6. 	 The leadership reports annually to the school committee, staff, and community concerning 

the extent to which the implementation of the DIP and SIPs have or have not resulted in 

improved student achievement. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: District interviewees indicated that during much of the period under review, while 

the district and school improvement plans articulated improvement goals and initiatives, the 

plans often lacked clear focus and consistent alignment. District interviewees indicated that 

for the period under review, individual principals and a team from each school made public 

presentations to the school committee on the status of each plan’s implementation. School 

committee meetings were broadcasted publicly.    

All interviewees, including representatives from the school committee, acknowledged the 

achievement gap in the district’s student population.  For much of the time under review, the 

district lacked a solid initiative to facilitate consistency of curriculum and instruction in all of 

its schools. The result was student achievement results that varied considerably by school and 

subgroup population. 
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7. 	The superintendent is evaluated annually on the district’s state assessment results and 

implementation of the DIP.  This performance evaluation serves as the basis for improving 

the future job performance of the superintendent. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: For the period under review, the former superintendent was evaluated on an 

annual basis by the school committee. The process involved goal setting at the start of the 

time period under evaluation. There were five major areas evaluated by means of a checklist. 

The checklist indicated “Meets Expectations” or “Did Not Meet Expectations.” In addition to 

the checklist, the instrument allowed school committee members to write a performance 

narrative regarding the superintendent’s accomplishments, strengths, and weaknesses. 

Student achievement data was a component of the evaluation. The reference to student 

achievement was part of the checklist heading for providing effective student learning. The 

superintendent, in discussions with the school committee established the future goals and 

objectives based upon the narrative of each of the school committee members. The 

superintendent’s compensation was not linked to the evaluation process. 

With the appointment of the current superintendent in August 2003, the school committee 

included a provision within the contract that recognized the need to craft a new evaluation 

that focused on closing the student achievement gap. Further, the newly crafted instrument 

must have addressed leadership qualities and management expertise to the overall operation 

of the school district. The superintendent identified four major goals as the basis of his 

evaluation for the 2003. The superintendent’s salary was not merit based, and annual 

increases were based upon an index of all other administrators.   

8. 	 Principals are evaluated annually on school state assessment results and the implementation 

of their respective SIPs.  These performance evaluations serve as the basis for improving 

future job performance of the principals. 

EQA Rating: Poor 
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Evidence: For the time under review, the superintendent or his/her designee evaluated the 

principals annually. According to the district’s evaluation handbook, the evaluation process 

provided the basis for determining the principal’s effectiveness, recognizing the principal’s 

accomplishments, improving the principal’s performance, and identifying professional 

growth. The evaluation process for principals included “a 360” degree data gathering process 

that included goal setting and self assessment, staff and parent opinion survey, and mid-year 

and final evaluations. This process was adopted from the Fairfax County Public Schools and 

Research for Better teaching program. Interviews with representatives from the school 

committee, district, and building administrators indicated that the evaluation handbook 

process was not followed or implemented consistently. 

Standard 10. ORGANIZATIONAL AND HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: The 

district has organizational structures, policies, collective bargaining agreements, procedures, and 

practices with clear lines of authority, responsibility, and accountability. Teacher 

retention/turnover rates are within reason. Together, these elements promote efficient and 

effective district operation and facilitate achievement for all students. 

Preliminary Finding(s): 

• 	 For the period under review, in the Cambridge Public Schools, the school improvement plans 

were site-based and only peripherally connected to district-wide initiatives. 

• 	 Between 2000-2004, student achievement was found to be uncoordinated and lacking a 

consistent focus district-wide. 

Indicators: 
1. 	The superintendent, in regular meetings with administrators and members of the school 

committee, develops a coherent vision or mission statement and DIP designed to achieve it. 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence: In Cambridge Public Schools, a committee with broad-based participation 

comprised of community, district, and school representatives developed the district 

improvement plan dated September 2001. The school committee, however, was not involved 
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in the development of the district improvement plan. When the plan was presented to the 

school committee, they failed to act upon or approve it. As of 2003, the school committee 

had not officially adopted this plan. The current superintendent, appointed in August 2003, 

was in the process of developing a new district improvement plan in collaboration with the 

school committee. 

2. The superintendent effectively delegates the educational and operational management of the 

schools to the building principals and program directors. 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence: For the majority of time under review, while the former superintendent delegated 

the educational and operational management of the schools to the building principals and 

programs directors, the situation that existed was not effective. Interviewees from the district 

described a situation in the Cambridge Public Schools that was burdened with “dissonance,” 

characterized by a lack of harmony and fragmented educational initiatives that were broadly 

site-based and connected only peripherally, if at all, to any district-wide improvement 

initiatives. A strategic analysis of the staffing and organizational structures including all 

central office, support services, and curriculum was commissioned with the Rapport Institute 

for Greater Boston, and the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University in 

2002. The report described a system that, for all its efforts and resources, was essentially 

fragmented and devoid of a consistent focus to improve student achievement. The district 

responded by addressing some of the areas of concern articulated in the report, particularly 

those centering on reorganizing the leadership structure at the central office. The system, at 

the time of on-site review had recently hired (August 2003) a new superintendent who was 

committed to working to reducing the gap in student achievement. 
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3. 	 The district leaders ensure that: 

a. 	 all principals are aware of and understand published policies and district improvement 

plans; and 

b. 	 the district uses system-wide and intra-district communication systems to keep all faculty 

and staff well informed and to provide avenues for response. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: The district leadership team consisted of the superintendent’s cabinet: the 

district’s legal council, the chief operating officers, the deputy superintendent for teaching 

and learning, and the superintendent. The district also had a management team that included 

the cabinet and all the principals. The superintendent met with all principals every other 

week for two-to-three hours at a time. The district published The Courier, a bi-monthly 

newsletter for school district staff. The newsletter was also posted on-line on the district’s 

website. Employees of the district had electronic mail access from home. Further, there were 

two school committee meetings a month, one was a joint committee meeting with the city 

council. The district’s executive directors attended both meetings. 

4. 	The district publishes a current organizational chart that indicates clear lines of 

responsibility. Job descriptions for all personnel on the organizational chart are current, 

published and available to all faculty and staff. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: In the Cambridge Public Schools, during the time period under review, the district 

had several reorganizations at the central office level.  The documentation submitted prior to 

the on-site review indicated that the district published and made available to faculty and staff 

current organizational charts and job descriptions. 
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5. 	The district has a process for the recruitment and hiring of staff that involves  appropriate 

administrative and staff participation. The process is perceived as fair and open and focuses 

on identifying and acquiring the most qualified individuals for each position. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: For the period under review, documents indicated that 1,500 teacher applications 

were received annually. Also, the documentation detailed the following strategies to 

perpetuate interest in pursuing professional careers in education with the Cambridge schools: 

encouraging Cambridge students to pursue a teaching career, supporting qualified 

paraprofessionals in successfully transitioning to teaching positions, and encouraging 

teachers to aspire towards administrative leadership positions. Interviewees indicated that the 

central office administration and school principals supported these strategies. Further, several 

principals indicated that paraprofessionals were encouraged and supported and were hired as 

teachers in the Cambridge Public Schools. Interviewees indicated that the process involved 

career days within the system, recruiting on college campuses in the local area and outside 

the state. Starting in 2003, vacancies were advertised in newspapers with local, regional, and 

national circulation, such as the Boston Globe and the New York Times. 

6. 	 The district ensures that all personnel records are carefully compiled, maintained, and 

available to all appropriate faculty and staff. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: The district’s human resources department was the depository of all personnel 

records. Interviewees provided data to support that all pertinent information regarding the 

employment of personnel was filed with human resources. There was only one central file, 

the only exception being notes on staff members maintained by the principals of each 

building. Files were carefully maintained and available to staff by appointment. 

Administrators might have reviewed files of current teachers who wished to transfer from 

building to another. 
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7. 	 The district actively undertakes efforts to provide teachers new to the district and to the 

profession with coaches and mentors in their respective roles. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: The Cambridge Public Schools provided mentors for all professional staff new to 

the district. This included veteran teachers who were new to the district and teachers new to 

the profession. The mentors had National Board for Professional Teaching Standards 

(NBPTS) certification. Building-based mentors were assigned for up to three years, and 

district mentors were assigned for one year. Further, the district provided school-based 

coaches in ELA and math. 

8. 	The district routinely recognizes the accomplishments of its professional and support staff 

and has low rates of employee turnover, especially among qualified staff with professional 

status. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: For the time under review, the Cambridge Public Schools had a low rate of 

turnover within the professional staff. The Cambridge School Committee meeting minutes 

reflected that the district leadership and policy-makers recognized the district’s programs and 

personnel. 
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Domain E: Business and Financial Management 

Standards  

Excellent 

Indicators  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total 

S11 - Budget Planning & Development 
Domain E - Business & Financial Management 

0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 
Satisfactory 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 6 
Poor 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Unsatisfactory 

S12 - Financial & Capital Asset Management 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Satisfactory 
Excellent 

1 
0 

1 
0 

0 
0 

1 
0 

1 
0 

0 
0 

0 
1 

1 
0 

1 
0 

1 
0 

7 
1 

Poor 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 
Unsatisfactory 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Cambridge’s Chapter 70 Funding and Net School Spending FY1993 to 2003: For the 11

year period since the Massachusetts Education Reform Act, FY1993 to FY2003, Cambridge met 

the state mandated Net School Spending Requirement. For the period between FY1993 and 

FY2003, Chapter 70 Aid to Cambridge increased 278.2% (from $2,244,559 to $8,488,881). 

Cambridge’s Required Local Contribution increased 45.5% (from $70,488,085 to $102,530,265.) 

For the period since the Education Reform Act, Cambridge received a total of $56,971,098 in 

Chapter 70 Aid and was required to raise locally $913,080,705.  From 2000 to 2003, Chapter 70 

Aid was $31,646,625 and the Required Local Contribution was $379,356,219.  For the period 

between FY1993 and FY2003, Cambridge’s foundation enrollment decreased 0.9% and its 

student headcount decreased 14.6%. Between FY2000 and FY2003, its foundation enrollment 

decreased 0.9% and its student headcount decreased 7.6%. 

Standard 11. BUDGET PREPARATION AND DEVELOPMENT: The district has a budget 

preparation and development process that ensures full consideration and effective use of 

available resources essential for district and school operations focused on student achievement. 

The school committee, superintendent, administrators, faculty, staff, parents, and members of the 

community meet their responsibility to ensure that the school budget and appropriation meet the 

educational and achievement needs of all students. 
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Preliminary Finding(s): 

• 	 During the period under examination, the district had significant financial support from the 

community and the municipal government. 

Indicators: 

1. 	 There are clear, well-documented procedures for the development of the district’s budget to 

ensure input from all staff. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: In Cambridge, the chief operating officer and the executive director of 

management services coordinated the district’s budget process. The budget process began in 

late fall through the establishment of system-wide goal setting process for the district by the 

superintendent and the school committee. Concurrently, district financial personnel worked 

collaboratively with the City’s financial managers and the City Manager to ensure revenue 

projections were consistent and achievable. Following the establishment of revenue figures 

and other financial parameters, the district’s budget process began, a five-year financial plan 

was updated, enrollment projections were developed, staffing worksheets were disseminated 

to principal and other personnel responsible for an accounting unit. There was a budget 

orientation meeting that involved all principals and all other administrative cost center 

managers. At that meeting budget parameters were set on a system-wide basis, specifically 

any limitations on funding levels, staffing, and operational expenditures. Administrators 

received budget documents. The chief financial officer gave an orientation regarding 

completion of the budget document. Information was also presented to principals on the 

parameters of staffing, such as teacher/pupil ratios. They also identified any opportunities for 

supplemental funding for initiatives or additional activities. Principals were given their base 

per-pupil expenditure amount. After individual meetings were held with principals to discuss 

individual school staffing (although the central administration established teacher/ pupil 

ratios system-wide, the actual application of that ratio to an individual school was discussed 

with individual principals). Individual budgets, developed in conjunction with school 

improvement plans and school councils, were forwarded to central leadership for review. The 
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budget process incorporated and supported school improvement initiatives that were in line 

with district goals. 

2. 	Relevant budget decisions are premised on a clear, well-documented, systemic analysis of 

student performance data, as well as other pertinent information. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: Budget decisions at the district level historically utilized class size goals as the 

criteria for staffing needs. The class size goal for FY2003 was 20:1 students-to-teacher at all 

grade levels. There were additional class size guidelines that appeared in collective 

bargaining agreements. Non-instructional spending was provided for on a per-student basis. 

The district was experiencing a reduction in enrollment for the years under review. In 

addition, the district examined data, test results, and other internal measures, resulting in 

merging and consolidating schools going from 15 to 12. The impetus to consolidate was 

driven, according to district interviews, by an internal determination that three schools were 

not performing at acceptable levels. 

3. 	 The district’s budget process is clear and well-documented and integrates district and school 

improvement plans, long-term goals, and action plans. 

EQA Rating: Excellent 

Evidence: In Cambridge, the district budget process, to a large degree, had close alignment 

to the school improvement planning process. As part of the annual budget, individual schools 

received $30,000 plus $75.00 per student, plus $47.00 per low-income student. These school 

improvement plan funds were to support individual building initiatives and programs and 

were required to relate to approved school improvement plans. The school improvement plan 

budgets were submitted and approved by the executive director of student achievement and 

accountability. 
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4. 	The district allocates its resources to accomplish targeted initiatives and objectives at the 

district and school levels to improve student achievement for all student populations. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: The district’s budget process provided funding, through school improvement plan 

budgets, to support school-based initiatives. Further, the district provided resources ($75.00 

per low income student) to fund programs for this population group. The district provided 

financial support of the district’s literacy initiative. 

5. 	 The district, as part of its budget process, implements a review process to determine the cost 

effectiveness of all of its programs, initiatives, and activities. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: In Cambridge, the FY2003 budget document indicated the district implemented a 

review process that incorporated its educational goals, priorities, and future resources and 

estimated needed to support the educational initiatives, as well as addressing declining 

enrollment and more efficient organization. In interviews with district administrators, it was 

asserted that the district’s development and assessment office undertook program reviews to 

determine program efficiency and effectiveness. According to a district administrator the 

district’s reading recovery program was found to be effective based on data supporting the 

success of students on the Grade 3 proficiency and Grade 3 MCAS tests. Further, the 

financial department conducted a review and analysis of school transportation and reduced 

the services by two school busses. This was accomplished by changing the eligibility of 

students requiring transportation from 1 mile to 1.5 miles and further, grade 7 and 8 

transportation was on a seat availability basis. 

6. 	 The district’s budget document is clear, complete, current, and understandable and provides 

accurate information on all fund sources as well as previous history and trends. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 
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Evidence: In Cambridge, the district’s budget document was clear and understandable and 

provided information on all fund sources. It contained a five-year projection of spending, 

projected per pupil costs, projected enrollments, and projected revenue. On an annual basis 

the district’s budget document contained operational and capital budget requests. In addition, 

there evidenced a supportive relationship between the City’s fiscal management departments 

and the schools. 

7. 	The budget and district’s expenditures are adequate to provide for appropriate levels of 

staffing, professional development, materials, supplies, and equipment. 

EQA Rating: Excellent 

Evidence: The district’s expenditures were appropriate for staffing, professional 

development, supplies, and equipment. Per-pupil allocations were provided to each school to 

support basic materials ($115.00 per student), professional development ($20.00 per student), 

school improvement plan funds ($75.00 per student), as well as $47.00 per low income 

student). In addition, the district-supported professional development programs were funded 

centrally. 

8. 	 The community provides sufficient financial resources to ensure an educational program of 

quality, as evidenced by a sufficient district revenue levy. 

EQA Rating: Excellent 

Evidence: For the period of time under review, the community consistently supported the 

school district’s requests for funding. The actual Net School Spending (NSS) consistently 

exceeded the amount required by the state. The district received approximately 8% of its 

budget through Chapter 70 Aid. The City supported the educational programs in Cambridge 

by consistently providing local revenue (property tax, local revenue, hotel/motel tax) sources 

and other general state aid (lottery assistance). 
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9. 	Financial and audit reports are prepared and submitted in a timely manner to appropriate 

agencies. 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence: During the period of time under review, with the exception of FY2003, the district 

acknowledged that it submitted the required DOE financial reports late, primarily because of 

the of new technology migrations, new accounting software, and personnel changes. 

10. Decisions resulting in changes in budget appropriations are made based on the analysis of 

student data to maximize the opportunities for the achievement of all students. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: In Cambridge, a review of the documents indicated that changes to budget 

appropriations reflected the district’s desire to adhere to policies and practices regarding 

desired levels of class size. These considerations were the primary variables affecting the 

district’s budget. The school improvement plan was the driving force behind changes in 

spending levels. Further, the district merged and consolidated two schools that were deemed 

to be under-performing according to internal standards and expectations. 
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Standard 12. FINANCIAL AND CAPITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT: The district 

maintains adequate accounting and financial reporting procedures.  This is done to: inform 

district-level and school-level decision-makers; to ensure effective and efficient managerial 

control over the use of all funds; to acquire and efficiently manage supplemental funding; and to 

promote student achievement and accountability to the public. The condition, management, and 

maintenance of facilities encourage public support for education and are conducive to promoting 

high levels of student achievement. 

Preliminary Finding(s): 

• 	 In Cambridge, the district had productive and cordial relationships with the City’s financial 

management staff.  

• 	 During the period under examination, the Cambridge Public Schools’ per pupil expenditure 

in FY2002 was $12,623, which was $4,618 per pupil higher than the state average, while the 

district remained among the ‘Low’ performing districts in the Commonwealth. 

Indicators: 
1. 	School committee policies and administrative procedures are clear regarding the processes 

and expectations for expenditures, transfers, and investment of funds with the district’s 

budget and the expenditure of any district funds. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: In Cambridge, there existed a school committee policy regarding the transfer of 

funds within budgetary items. The district’s financial office ensured that spending was in-line 

with budgeted amounts and ensured proper controls existed regarding spending. The school 

committee minutes reflected the deliberative nature and discussion regarding spending and 

ensured that controls existed. The oversight of financial spending was further enhanced 

through City’s financial management system, as well as the City auditor’s office. 
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2. 	 Regular, timely, accurate, and complete financial reports are made to the school committee 

and the public. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: Financial reports were made available to the school committee, which highlighted 

spending during a prescribed period of time. These reports included information on spending 

of all accounts, amounts expended, and balances. District administrators reported that these 

reports were made available to the City Council, City Manager, and other municipal financial 

managers. Financial reports were provided to building administrators twice monthly. These 

reports included information by account and program regarding the amount budgeted, the 

amount of funds encumbered, the amount of funds expended, and available balances of each 

account. In 2003, the high school, the vocational-technical school, the library, the plant 

maintenance department, and the special education office were connected to the district’s 

accounting program and could access their relevant information on-line. The infrastructure 

existed at the remaining school sites to have on-line access. District administrators were 

planning to provide this service once staff at the local level were trained in the software. 

3. 	 Required local, state, and federal financial reports and statements are filed in a timely and 

accurate manner. 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence: In interviews with district administrators, it was discovered that with the 

exception of FY2003, the district did not file the required DOE reports in a timely basis. 

Interviewees and a review of documentation indicated that the district sought and was 

granted a waiver from the DOE. However, the reports were still not filed within the 

timeframe identified in the DOE’s waiver. 
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4. 	The district uses efficient accounting technology that integrates district-level financial 

information with the financial information of each school, and allows financial managers and 

principals to accurately track spending against the budget on a regular basis. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: For the period of time under review, the district utilized People Soft to accomplish 

its financial management needs. The system, purchased in 1999, served both the municipality 

and school department. The system, which was described by district administrators as 

complex, was integrated with the City’s financial management departments so that 

coordination and reconciliation was accomplished without much problem. The software 

enabled the district’s financial staff to track spending within different fund sources, as well as 

track more easily the various components of the purchasing process. 

5. 	 The district reviews student achievement data and the reviews are reflected in its financial 

decisions. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: For the period of time under review, the district had a development and 

assessment office that conducted reviews of district programs. Further, the district merged 

several of its schools that were determined, through internal processes and measures, to be 

under-performing. This merger and consolidation was designed to address both enrollment 

reductions, while simultaneously attempting to address schools that were not performing. As 

a result of these closings and consolidations, financial resources were identified and made 

available to these schools (each received $460,000). 
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6. 	 The district regularly employs: 

a. 	 certified business officials, 

b. 	 purchasing agents with MCPPO credentials, 

c. 	appropriate independent financial auditing services and implements their 

recommendations to ensure efficient and quality financial systems. 

d. 	 Objective and independent treasurers and auditor.* 

EQA Rating: Poor 

Evidence: In Cambridge, during the period under examination, the district’s executive 

director of management services (finance director) did not earn certification as a school 

business administrator. The City’s purchasing agent served as the municipality’s chief 

procurement officer. The district’s purchasing coordinator served as the district’s 

procurement officer and was trained in Chapter 30B requirements. The district was included 

in the municipality’s independent audit process conducted by KPMG, 99 High Street, 

Boston. Audit management letters for FY2000-2001 and FY2001-2002 were reviewed by the 

EQA, which indicated no notable weaknesses or fiscal shortcomings. 

7. 	 The district uses reliable forecast mechanisms and control procedures to ensure that spending 

is within fiscal budget limits. 

EQA Rating: Excellent 

Evidence: In the Cambridge Public Schools, there was a strong working relationship 

between the district and the City’s leadership. This collegial relationship had provided the 

district with support and collaboration in the financial management of the district, including 

available revenue forecasting. The superintendent and finance department worked closely 

with the City’s financial managers to ensure revenue projections were attainable, expenditure 

controls were maintained and effective, and fiscal monitoring was paramount. The district 

ensured expenditure of its personnel accounts through a position numbering process within 

which positions were budgeted and tracked on an on-going basis. The district oversaw the 

expenditure of funds spent at the building level and provided frequent reports to building 

administrators regarding spending. The district contracted with PCG to manage and report as 
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needed for the collection of Medicaid reimbursable services. The district paid a percentage to 

the vendor on actual receipts. The district received the full amount received by the City as a 

component of its annual revenue. 

8. 	 The district has a system in place to: 

a. 	 ensure that that state bidding laws are followed; 

b. 	 monitor special revenue funds, revolving accounts, and fee structures related to them to 

ensure that they are well-managed and efficiently used; 

c. 	 monitor and track instructional assets such as texts, materials, supplies, and equipment to 

ensure efficient and maximum utilization; and 

d. 	 track its assets in accordance with GASB No.34. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: The district’s purchasing coordinator oversaw the procurement process for the 

district and collaborated with the City’s chief procurement officer regarding purchasing 

thresholds. Further, the City auditor, as well as the district’s legal staff, provided another 

level of control and assurance with pertinent bidding laws. The majority of the district’s 

financial management process for the district was coordinated centrally to ensure consistency 

and accuracy. The finance office, in a similar fashion as to its general appropriation, tracked 

all revenue sources. The district’s assets were included in the City’s internal process of 

tracking assets. 

9. 	 The district implements preventive maintenance programs for buildings and equipment that 

are reviewed on a regular basis and are related to the district’s long-term capital needs. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: The district’s finance office oversaw its facility needs and operations. The district 

allocated staff and materials to maintain its buildings. Several of its buildings were new 

and/or recently renovated. The district had a ten-year capital improvement plan, which 

identified, building-by-building, the district’s capital needs over an extended period of time. 

The district participated in the City’s capital improvement program and received an equitable 

level of support for its projects in relation to other municipal departments. For example, the 
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district received approximately $700,000 of a possible $3 million “pay as you go funds” for 

FY2003. In addition, there were two building projects (high school renovation and the war 

memorial project) that received local support and were on the SBAB list for reimbursement. 

The district had a preventive maintenance program for its HVAC needs. 

10. Educational and program facilities are of adequate size, clean, safe, well-lit, well-maintained, 

and conducive to promoting the learning process. 

* This portion of indicator 12-6 is applied to regional academic and vocational school districts. 

EQA Rating: Satisfactory 

Evidence: The EQA team conducted visits of seven schools within the district. Of the seven 

schools, one of the schools was not well maintained, and it was asserted there were health 

and safety concerns and a problem with rodents. According to district administrators the local 

board of health has investigated the problem. In 2003, the board of health did not issue a 

citation. According to district interviews and the rest of the sample sites that were visited, the 

condition of this building was the exception rather than the rule. 
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Appendix A: Proficiency Index 

The Proficiency Index is a metric used to measure and compare all schools and school districts 

regarding their performance on each of the MCAS tests. There are three indices:  The Average 

Proficiency Index (API), the English Language Arts Proficiency Index (EPI) and the Math 

Proficiency Index (MPI). The index is developed as follows: 

The Proficiency Index is a measure of the level of achievement a district, school, grade, or 

subgroup has made in relation to the proficiency achievement level on the annual MCAS test. The 

Proficiency Index is calculated as follows: 

Percentage of students scoring 200-208 on test       x 0 = A 

Percentage of students scoring 210-218 on test        x 25 = B 

Percentage of students scoring 220-228 on test        x 50 = C 

Percentage of students scoring 230-238 on test        x 75 = D 

Percentage of students scoring 240 or more on test  x 100 = E 


The Proficiency Index (PI) equals the sum of  A + B + C + D + E = PI 

Example: The Governor Ambrose High School had the following results for the 2001 MCAS 
test: 

12% of all students scored 200-208; therefore, 12% x 0 = 0 
15% of all students scored 210-218; therefore, 15% x 25 = 3.75 
21% of all students scored 220-228; therefore,  21% x 50 = 10.5 
34% of all students scored 230-238; therefore, 34% x 75 = 25.5 

            18% of all students scored 240 or more; therefore, 18%  x 100 = 18.0 

The Proficiency Index is calculated by adding:  0 + 3.75 + 10.5 + 25.5 + 18 = 57.75 

     The Proficiency Index for the Governor Ambrose High would be:  57.75 
     The MPI would use the same calculation for all students taking the math exam. 
     The EPI would use the same calculation for all students taking the ELA exam. 

The 100 point Proficiency Index is divided into six Proficiency Categories as follows: 90-100 is 

‘Very High’ (VH), 80-89.9 is ‘High’ (H), 70-79.9 is ‘Moderate’ (M), 60-69.9 is ‘Low’ (L), 40-

59.9 is ‘Very Low’ (VL), and 0-39.9 is ‘Critically Low’ (CL). 
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Appendix B: Cambridge Chapter 70 Funding and Net School Spending FY1993-2003 

Foundation Pct Foundation Pct Required Chapter 70 Pct Required Pct Actual Pct Dollars Pct 

Enrollment Chg Budget Chg Local Aid Chg Net School Chg Net School Chg Over/Under Over/ 
FY 

         Contribution     Spending(NSS)   Spending   Requirement Under 

FY93 7,542  45,435,547  70,488,085 2,244,559  72,732,644  72,732,644    

FY94 7,633 1.2 45,263,784 -0.4 72,842,694 2,626,194 17 75,468,888 3.8 76,997,571 5.9 1,528,683 2

FY95 7,750 1.5 48,492,889 7.1 75,747,491 2,819,944 7.4 78,567,435 4.1 79,797,651 3.6 1,230,216 1.6

FY96 8,086 4.3 52,404,032 8.1 75,746,483 3,426,394 21.5 79,172,877 0.8 83,036,663 4.1 3,863,786 4.9

FY97 8,018 -0.8 52,931,934 1 75,696,941 4,027,744 17.6 79,724,685 0.7 81,917,798 -1.3 2,193,113 2.8

FY98 8,801 9.8 57,762,218 9.1 78,966,551 4,687,819 16.4 83,654,370 4.9 88,111,180 7.6 4,456,810 5.3

FY99 8,040 -8.6 55,208,284 -4.4 84,236,241 5,491,819 17.2 89,728,060 7.3 91,488,216 3.8 1,760,156 2

FY00 7,793 -3.1 52,983,375 -4 88,616,526 6,660,769 21.3 95,277,295 6.2 99,003,986 8.2 3,726,691 3.9

FY01 7,699 -1.2 54,862,762 3.5 91,900,393 8,008,094 20.2 99,908,487 4.9 103,257,490 4.3 3,349,003 3.4

FY02 7,544 -2 56,360,034 2.7 96,309,035 8,488,881 6 104,797,916 4.9 110,776,779 7.3 5,978,863 5.7

FY03 7,474 -0.9 56,645,078 0.5 102,530,265 8,488,881 0 111,019,146 5.9 114,759,568 3.6 3,740,422 3.4

Chapter 70 Aid 
as           

FY Dollars per Foundation Enrollment   Percentage of Foundation 
Pct of Actual 

NSS           
  Fnd Budget Ch 70

Aid
Actual NSS   Ch 70 Required

NSS
Actual

NSS
 
          

FY93 6,024 298 9,644   4.9 160.1 160.1 3.1           
FY94 5,930 344 10,087   5.8 166.7 170.1 3.4           
FY95 6,257 364 10,296   5.8 162 164.6 3.5           
FY96 6,481 424 10,269   6.5 151.1 158.5 4.1           
FY97 6,602 502 10,217   7.6 150.6 154.8 4.9           
FY98 6,563 533 10,011   8.1 144.8 152.5 5.3           
FY99 6,867 683 11,379   9.9 162.5 165.7 6           
FY00 6,799 855 12,704   12.6 179.8 186.9 6.7           
FY01 7,126 1,040 13,412   14.6 182.1 188.2 7.8           
FY02 7,471 1,125 14,684   15.1 185.9 196.6 7.7           
FY03 7,579 1,136 15,355   15 196 202.6 7.4           

 


